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Preface. 
T his report forms a continuation of the account of the N orwegian Svalbard expedit ions given in  the fol lowing two papers : Adolf 
H oe l ,  The Norwegian Svalbard Expeditions 1906- 1 926. Oslo 1 929. 
Resultater av de Norske Statsunderstøttede Spitsbergenekspeditioner 
Vol. 1. Nr. 1 (Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 1), and : Report on the 
Activities of  Norges Svalbard- og I shavs-undersøkelser 1 927- 1 936. 
Oslo 1 937. Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73. 
Since 1 933 no  scientific expedition has been sent out to Greenland,  
but severaI voyages have been made to South-East Greenland and to 
North-East Greenland for the purpose of  relieving the Norwegian 
meteorological stations at  Torgi lsbu and Mygg!:)Ukta (the upkeep and 
relief of which  are charged to the Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-under­
søkelser) , and a series of Norwegian hunting stations  in  North -East 
Greenland ,  also to bring supplies for fresh wintering parties . In Svalbard , 
scientific expeditions worked i n  1 938 and 1 939, but since the outbreak 
of the war in Norway on April  9 ,  1 940 no further expedit ions have 
been sent to Svalbard. 
The present report deals with the expeditions since 1 936 and their 
results ,  and with the work carried out by Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs­
undersøkelser in the period 1 936- 1 944. 
Oslo, Oct. I, 1 944. 
• 

Expeditions and Work 
of Norges Svalbard- and Ishavs-undersøkelser 
1936--1944. 
Work during the Winter of 1936-37. 
The work of the Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser! i n  th is  
period was as fol lows : Topographers : Luncke prepared a plan for the 
survey from the a ir  to be carried out by the Antarctic expedition of Con sul  
Lars Christensen . Solheim carried out the trigonometrical com putations 
and attended a photogrammetical course at jena in the spring of 1 937. 
The topographers also furnished material for :  Karte von N ordostgron land .  
Blatt Claveringoya ,  j ordan Hi l l  und Geographical Society-oya .  Mi t  e inem 
Geleitwort von Otto Lacmann .  Gotha 1 937, and pubI ished by the  N S I U .  
Gunnar Scott-Ruud was attached to the office as d raughtsman from 
November 1936. 
After the highly successfu l  air survey in East Greenland the N S I U  
and Norges Geografiske Oppmåling2 made a joint purchase o f  a com plete 
outfit for the photographic survey from the air and the construction of 
the maps. The purehase was made possible through the generous 
assistance of Mr. Thomas Olsen , sh ipowner of Oslo, who advanced the 
necessary funds ,  which the mentioned institutions undertook to repay 
during a period of 1 0  years ; the first insta lment  was paid on j uly  l, 1 937.  
The Zeiss aeria l  camera arrived in  j une 1 936 and was used i n  Svalbard 
the same sum mer (see Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73, p. 62). I t  
was also lent t o  t h e  Christensen Antarctic expedition , 1 936-37. T h e  
map-construction outfit arrived i n  Nov.  1 936 a n d  was erected on the 
prernises of the N GO.  I t  is a Zeiss stereoplan igraph , original ly model 
C/4,  aItered in the spring of  1 937 to model C/S to make it servicable 
for large angle exposures. 
The NSIU had no  hydrographic surveyor working in  the winter 
of 1 936-37. 
The geologist Orvin worked on a geological map of Svalbard,  
preparation of Sla. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 18, m aps and reports of 
property claims  in Svalbard , the place-names of Svalbard , expedition 
account 1 936, etc. 
Horn,  also on the staff of the NS I  U, worked on the place-names 
of Svalbard , made plans for a proposed expedition to jan  Mayen ,  d id 
correspondence ,  translations, etc. 
t In  the foIIowing caIIed N S IU . 
2 In this paper referred to as NGO. 
1 0  
Expeditions in the Summer of 1937. 
Expedition to South-East Greenland. 
An expedit ion with the M/S "Brandal " of Brandal ,  near Ålesund ,  
commanded by Skipper Sivert Engeset, visited South-East Green land 
to relieve the Norwegian meteorologica l station of Torgi lsbu (Lat. 60° 
32' N)  and carry supplies for a wintering party. I n  the winter  of 
1 936-37 the crew comprised th ree mem bers, Ragnar Eggesvik ,  
wireless operator, Arne Dobloug ,  cook, and Severin S .  Branda l ,  handy­
man .  They were to be replaced by Sverre Aaseth ,  wireless operator, 
Sigvald S. Brandal, cook,  and Walter Molt ,  handyman.  
The "Brandal " l eft Ålesund on  Aug. 2, an d  first visited Kangerd­
lugsuak to inspect the Norwegian huts there (see Skr. Svalbard og 
Ishavet. Nr. 73, p.  27) . The expedition arrived there on Aug. 1 1  and 
found the fjord packed wi th ice .  The  fol lowing day the sh ip went 
southward,  and found some drift-ice off Kapp Løwenørn on the 1 4th . 
From Kapp Møsting to Skjoldungen the ice lay about 20 nautical m i les 
off the coast .  A eal l  was made at Sørfjorden in the Skjoldungen d istrict, 
where the expedit ion tried to eatch ehar  (SaImo a lpinus) in  the river 
a t  Trol l botn , but the result was only one barreI of  fish .  
On Aug. 1 5  t he  "Brandal " went in to open sea and  eontinued 
southward .  Between U manak and Kapp Torden skjold there was a belt  
o f  d rift-ice up to 25 m i les from the eoast . Torgilsbu was reaehed on 
Aug.  1 6, and supplies landed.  On the 20th the ship vis i ted Lindenow­
fj orden ,  where a new hu t  was put  up,  the  old one having been blown 
into the sea in  1 933. Also the h ouses in H ornfjorden and Mortensen­
fjorden were inspected .  On  the 23rd "Brandal " returned northwards ,  
and after a ca l l  a t  Faxafj . , Iceland ,  where some wha le  meat was reeeived 
from the Norwegian floating factory "Labor " , the expedition returned 
to Brandal  on Sept. 7. 
Expedition to North-East Greenland.1 
• 
The purpose of the expedition was to rel ieve the meteorological 
station of Myggbukta and the hunting stat ions between 72° N and 76° N .  
The expedit ion sailed i n  the MIS "Polarbjørn " o f  Brandal ,  under 
Skipper Kristoffer Marø .  The ship was fitted wi th an  echo-sounder 
and radio d irection finder.  The expedit ion was led by John  Giæver,  
Secretary of N S I U .  Besides the crew,  the sh ip carried 1 5  men who were 
going out to winter in  Greenland,  viz .  Johan Ho lm ,  wireless operator, 
t h ree hunters from Norwegian hun ting company Arktisk Næringsdrift AlS, 
I Geographical names wri tten as on the m ap Eirik- Raudes-Land. 1 : mill .  [Os lo 1 932J . 
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Søren Richter's hunting expedit ion ,  H erman Andresen's hunting expedit ion 
eonsisting of two men, and Sigurd Tol løfsen's hunting expedit ion of  six men .  
Severai Swedish and Norwegian  tourists a lso accompanied the expedit ion 
under the leadersh ip  of  the Finnish orn ithologist Ludvig Munsterh jel m .  
They were : Ligner and  Friherre Anders Koskul l  (Swedes) , a n d  Kr. Del­
phin ,  Solicitor; Bredo Diesen, Den tist; and Dr .  Alf Bjercke (Norwegians) .  
A German publ icist, Vital is Pantenburg, was also on board.  
"Polarbjørn " left Ålesund on J uly 2 1  and reached the edge of the 
Greenland Ice about lOa nautical mi les off the coast i n  about 74° N 
on July 26. N avigation continued in iee and fog unt i l  the 28th , when 
Jacksonøya was sighted .  lee cond it ions were very d ifficult ,  and near 
land great  floes of polar ice had packed together .  The sh ip entered 
a na rrow lane of water at Arundeløya off Home  Forland during the 
night and fol lowed i t  northward to the Youngsund ,  the entrance of 
whieh, however, was locked by a great floe ,  that after some trouble 
was passed near K .  Mary .  I nside San døya the fj ord was free from ice .  
At K .  Mary they met  t he  SIS "Quest" of Bodø,  homeward bound with 
the expedit ion of  the  Freneh Count Gaston Micard.  The sh ip had 
wintered at the  head of  Loch Fine and reached t he  open sea a week 
la ter  at Kong Oscars F jord .  
"Polarbjørn" first visited the hunti ng  station o f  Revet in  Copeland­
fjorden and then landed five men o f  the Tolløfsen expedit ion to eatch 
ehar in  the river under Zaekenberg in  the extreme north of Youngsund , 
whi le  the ship went south .  " Polarbjørn " ,  however, ran aground here,  
and had to wire SIS "Veslekari " for help, wh ich was suceessful ly given 
on Aug. 3 .  
Andresen and  h i s  man  went ashore a t  K .  Herschel ,  and some  coal 
and petro I was unloaded at K .  Stosch, whereupon the ship sai led down 
the  fj ord and southward to Myggbukta. The ice was not  broken here, 
and " Polarbjørn " had to continue to Frans J osefs Fjord on Aug.  7 ,  where 
house materials were brought ashore about 1 0  ki lometres west of K .  FrankI in .  
At K .  H u m boldt on Ymerøya two men went ashore ,  and a fishing party 
was landed at the river on Strindberg Land.  Through Antarcticsundet 
the  ship reached Kong Oscars Fjord , and cal led a t  the hunting station 
of  Sunnmørsheimen on K .  Petersens ,  where two h unters, N i ls  H anken 
and Karsten Sulabak, who had wintered s ince 1 934, embarked for 
N orway .  From here the sh ip had  to force the  tight ly packed ice to 
Antarctichamna ,  where the arch æologist Søren Richter and his men 
went ashore with provisions .  The  sh ip  now returned up  Kong Oscars 
Fj ord ,  and on Aug. 1 2  some coal was unloaded at the N orwegian hunting 
station on ElIaøya. A visit was also paid to the Danish station on 
the same island ,  where two men ,  H .  Staub a Swiss geologist , and 
Arne Phi l  bert a Dane ,  were Iy ing i l l .  After consult ing Dr.  Ligner, the 
two men were offered a passage to Norway in "Polarbjørn ". Th is they 
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eould not do  without the permiSSIOn of  Dr.  Lauge Koeh ,  who was then 
beset in the iee in Seoresby Sund ,  and did not get out till the l atter 
part of September.  
" Polarbjørn» therefore left the stat ion without the two men and 
arrived at  H oelsbu in  Moskusoksefjorden on Aug. 1 3. Here Levin 
Winther, the hunter, had made a reeord-eateh of  1 42 foxes, taken by 
h im alone. The fol lowing day the fishing party on Strindberghalvøya 
embarked with 46 barreIs of Green land ehar .  The fish had been 
eaught with a easting-net and a fishtrap of  wire. 
The ship now proeeeded down Frans j osefs Fjord ,  l anded eoal a t  
the hunting huts on Gausshalvøya, ca l ied at K .  Humboldt ,  and  on 
Aug. 1 5  in  the even ing she lay off Myggbukta tn paeked iee , fog, and rain .  
That  evening Giæver reeeived a request from Dr. Lauge Koeh to 
take the two men who were on Ellaøya to Norway, and the ship had 
to return th rough the Sofiasund to El Iaøya ,  where Staub and Phi l  bert 
were taken on board in the morning of  Aug. 1 7 . " Polarbjørn» returned 
for Myggbukta by the sam e  route, but 20 km south of  K. Bennet she 
was stopped by tightly paeked dr ift-iee. I n the morning of the 1 8th 
the ice eame from the the north towards land ,  and the ship j ust managed 
to round K. FrankIin and escape into Frans josefs Fjord ,  where the 
iee was paeked 50 km inwards from the entranee. A she-bear with 
th ree eubs was shot here. The fol lowing day the iee slackened ,  so that  
the ship eould force its way into more open sea at Hold-with-H ope. 
Myggbukta , however, was paeked with iee , and a motorboat had to 
fol low a narrow lane of water a long the shore to reaeh the meteoro­
logieal station with provis ions.  Henry H aug, the wireless operator, and 
Edward G. Bird ,  an  English ornithologist , who had wintered ,  now left 
the station for Norway, whereas Bird's brother ,  Charles Bird , would 
stay another winter. 
The ship eontinued its eourse northward , landed some eoal on 
j acksonøya and eal led for Tolløfsen's fish ing-party in the Youngsund 
on Aug. 2 1 . They had got 2 1  barreIs of ehar. Also the eoal ,  that  had 
been diseharged earl ier  was now taken on board . Aage H ansen ,  the 
Danish hun ter had wintered on Sandodden for three years and now 
wished to return home,  but Dr. Koeh refused ; th is was also the case with 
the two Swiss geologists on Eskimoneset. " Polarbjørn» then eontinued 
northward to land Tolløfsen's expedition .  Along Wollaston Forland 
there was  seattered i ee ,  but in  the Pendulumstretet and north-east of 
Bass Rock the winter-iee was sti l l  un broken.  Only south of Shannonøya 
a narrow la  ne of water stretehed inwards to K.  Tramn i tz .  Closer to 
l and there was unbroken iee as far as eould be seen .  It was thus 
im possible to reaeh Kuhnøya, where two men should have been put 
ashore. The rest of Tol løfsen 's party intended to go ashore in Roseneath­
bukta and on K. Beurmann inside of Koldeweyøya ; eonsequently 
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«Polarbjørn" m ade her way fart her north along the outer coast of 
Shannonøya,  but off K.  Pansch she met  heavy ice, which was penetrated 
to 75 ° 40 ' N and about 1 8° W, but further  advance proved to be 
i mpossible here. As the ice pressed from the north ,  «Polarbjørn " had 
to re turn southward , and Tolløfsen' s  expedit ion was obl iged to return 
to N orway.  
A Danish hunter ,  H ennings, who embarked at Sandodden for 
H ochstetter Forland had now to be returned; moreover,  food was 
needed for the homeward trip ,  as there were j9 men on board. The 
ice was now so packed at Pendulumøya that the ship was forced to 
sai l  30 nautical mi les in an easterly direction before a passage was found 
perm itting the entry into Claveringfjorden . On Aug. 24, when the 
expedition visited K.  Herschel ,  a heavy off-shore gale forced the ship 
to make for K .  Mary to seek shelter .  The fol lowing day Hennings was 
landed at Sandodden and the ship made ready for sea ,  whi le a hunting­
party was ashore and shot two m usk-oxen. On Aug. 25 in the evening 
«Polarbjørn" started for N orway,  and already at midday the following 
day she was in the open sea a fter  having passed an ice-belt 95 naut .  
m i les broad .  On the 28th the ship called of Jan Mayen, where two 
men from the N orwegian meteorological station, Arne Erlandsen ,  wireless 
operator, and Kvive Andersen, embarked for, N orway. At 5 a .  m. on 
Sept. 1 the expedition reached Ålesund . 
. Scientific work was not carried out on this expedition. 
Svalbard. 
The NS I  U had no expedit ion to Svalbard in 1 937, but one of  
our hydrograph ic surveyors, Captain Rol f  von Krogh , visited the islands  
to lay out spar-buoys and inspect beacons .  
Work during, the Winter of 1937-38. 
Topographers (Luncke ,  Solhei m ,  Askheim). Work with the planigraph 
commenced on Oct .  1 5 , 1 937. The owners of the planigraph ,  the N S I U  
and the N GO,  agreed upon the following : The N S I  U to use the 
apparatus i n  the months of j anuary, Apri l ,  May, August and December, 
and the N GO in February, March , june, july, October and N ovember. 
The first map constructed from the a ir  photographs on the scale of 
l : 50 000 was of the area south of  Hornsund.  The coast- I ines in  the 
eastern part of  Svalbard were corrected from the a ir  photographs .  
A general  map of  Svalbard on the sca le of l:  2 mil l .  was drawn by 
Scott-Ruud.  In j anuary the planigraph was used for the construetion 
of  an  Antaretie map (see p .  45) .  Major P. A .  Grinaker, geodesist to the 
Geographical  Survey of Norway, carried out the fol lowing computations : 
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The points of the Swed ish-Russian Arc-of-Meridian Expedition 1 899-
1 902 were re-computed to rectangular  coordinates (Gaussian) in the 
system of Vestspitsbergen.  
Orvin continued to work on the pa per ( " Das Festungsprofil auf 
Spitzbergen " )  publ ished i n  Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 18, and  a 
geological map of Sval bard ; he prepared plans for the new meteorological 
station a t  Torgi lsbu and was in charge of the fitting out of the rel ief 
expedit ion in  the " Veiding " (see below) .  
Horn worked on t h e  place-names o f  Svalbard ,  d i d  the correspon­
dence and various routine work. From J une 4 to 1 4  he attended 
the Conferenee on Oi l  Sha le and Can nei Coal a rranged by the I nstitute 
of  Petroleum and held in  Glasgow on the 6th-I l th J une, 1 938. 
On Jan .  24, 1 938 i t  was decided by the Storting to put the salaries 
of  the personnei on a regulation basis from July 1 ,  1 937. From July l, 
1 938 the personnei became members of the Government Pension Fund 
(Statens pensionskasse). 
In the spring of 1 938 Hoel was a m ember of a committee to 
advise upon the scientific work to be carried out by a proposed East 
Greenland expedit ion o f  the French Count Gaston Micard (see p .  24). 
Expeditions in the Summer of 1938. 
Expedition to South-East Greenland. 
The " Veiding " of  Hammerfest, Skipper Olav Bogstrand ,  arrived 
a t  Oslo on J uly 1 4 to load provisions and materia ls  for the new house 
to be bui l t  at  Torgi lsbu,  and left again on the 1 9th . She carried the 
fol lowing passengers : Ragnar  Eggesvik,  the new wireless operator to 
Torgilsbu, Mrs. H ansine Eggesvik,  and Arne Pedersen . Arne Robøle ,  
e lectrical engineer, accompan ied the exped ition to erect the new long­
wave station ,  and Rolf  and Magnus Grini ,  bui ld ing contractors, to erect 
the new station h ouse. On the 24th the Faeroes were passed and on 
the 29th G reenland was sighted .  Soon after a bel t  of d rift ice  was 
met with , and they sailed a long the ice edge, being now about 80 naut .  
m iles from Torgi l sbu .  On the 31 st they reached the station ,  having 
sai led through much ice .  The " Veiding"  remained here unt i l  Aug. 20, 
during which t ime the new station was bui l t  and wireless equipment  
instal led . 
On the homeward voyage many icebergs were encountered . On 
the 26th Cape Nord in  Ice land was passed ,  the fol lowing day Langanes, 
and on the 3 1  st the  " Veiding " reached Ålesund .  
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Fig. I. The meteorologicaI station in  Torgilsbu, bui l t  i n  the summer of 1938. 
O. Robøle phot. Aug. 1938. 
Expedition to North-East Greenland. 
This year the M/S " Polarbjørn» was again sent out to relieve the  
meteorological station a t  Myggbukta and the Norwegian hunting  stations 
i n  North-East Greenland.  Marø was skipper and Giæver leader of  the 
expedition .  The fol lowing men went  out to winter in Greenland : Egil 
Rogstad ,  wireless operator, Kongsvinger, and for Arktisk Næringsdrift AlS 
Eil if  H erda l ,  Oscar Bang, Bjarne Akre· and Oddvar Akre ; Sigurd 
Tolløfsen ' s  expedition ,  including besides h imse l f, Bjarne J acobsen ,  Bjarne 
Dalsbø, and Øivind Tolløfsen.  For Count Gaston Micard' s expedition 
(see p. 24) the ship carried severai tons of goods and the  aviator 
J ess Til l ier .  This year,  too,  tourists took part in the expedition : Baron 
Anders Koskull ,  Alvestad ,  Sweden ; Lars Erik Lamm ,  Director ,  Goteborg ; 
and  Consul Dan H uun ,  Bergen.  Peder Henden ,  journal ist ,  was also 
on board.  
The " Polarbjørn " left Ålesund on J uly 2 1 , and reached K.  H er­
schel at Gael Hamkes Bay after a record crossing of only five days .  
On July 29 Tol løfsen's men were put  ashore a t  the r iver under 
Zackenberg on the nort .h s ide of  the Youngsund to catch char ,  and 
the ship then went to Revet in Copelandfjorden ,  where Count Gaston 
Micard 's  ship " En Avant"  (Ex " Ringsel") took over  the goods belonging 
to h is  expedit ion (see p .  24). Miss Louise A.  Boyd of  San Francisco 
in SIS " Veslekari " was on the south side of Revet at  the same t ime .  
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H ut materials were landed a t  Leirbotten ,  and provlslOns for Herman 
Andresen were put ashore at K. Herschel .  The ship then went south 
to Myggbukta on the 2nd ,  and visited K .  Humboldt, on Strindberg­
ha lvøya, and H oelsbu in Moskusoksefjorden on the fol lowing days .  
Hut  material was also landed between K .  Bul l  and Waltershausenbreen 
and on the western side of  the middle part of  Geologfjorden, and coal 
was put ashore at Eleonorebukta and in Vargbukta .  
On Aug .  8 the  ship visited the inner  part  of Frans Josefs Fjord , 
w�ere h ut-materials were put as hore east of the mouth of Kierulffjorden 
and in a small val ley between Svenskeneset and Attestupan . After a 
trip into Reinbukta hut-materials were landed on the south side under 
Payertoppen .  
The " Polarbjørn " sai led south to Antarctichamna ,  where the 
archæologist Søren Richter ,  h is  assistant, and 17 live foxes were 
ernbarked for the voyage home.  Richter  had also col lected much 
a rchæological materia l .  Returning up the fjord she landed provisions 
at K .  Petersens ,  where Peder Sule bak was to remain another winter ,  
and from here the sh ip continued northward to Moskusoksefjorden. 
At the head of the fjord they met M/K " Grande "  with Ole Klokset's 
expedition .  
On Aug.  1 3  thirty barreis of  char  were taken on board , and the 
fishing party consisting of Framnes H ansen,  Johan J ohansen , Anders 
Godager and Levin Winther embarked . At Myggbukta the wireless 
operator, J ohan Ho lm,  came on board . Al l  these men were going 
home to N orway. From Myggbukta the ship went to Zackenberg in 
Youngsund where the Tolløfsen expedition embarked with 1 2  barreis 
o f  char .  The next place visited was K .  Maurer on Kuhnøya,  where 
provisions were unloaded for Tolløfsen's expedition .  Then a cal l  was 
made at the Danish station K .  Rink for Baron Koskul l ,  who on july  29 
had gone northward from Zacken berg in  the motor boat with the mate, 
Kristoffer Marø, to hunt walrus. He had passed the station and was 
now farther north .  
From here " Polarbjørn" went to J onsbu in  Peterbukta, where 
Sigurd and Øivind Tolløfsen disembarked with provisions ,  and the Engl ish 
ornithologist, Charles Bird ,  came on board ; he  had wintered here in 
Myggbukta but had gone north in  the spring to gather collections on 
Hochstetter-Forland .  I n  the strai t  west of Shannonøya there was then 
un broken ice ,  so the sh ip went east  of the is land and up to the 
hunting station of Ottostrand at Roseneathbukta, where Dalsbø and 
J acobsen landed with provisions on Aug .  8 .  A letter left here by Baron 
Koskul l  told that  he had gone farther north to K .  Ritter six days earl ier ,  
but on the ship 's cal l ing at K.  Ritter nobody was found .  After some 
search they fortunately found h im on the west side of  Koldeweyøya ; 
soon afterwards bad weather  with mist set i n .  
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" Polarbjørn " went back to Ardencaplefjorden and land ed hut 
materials at K.  Buck. H ere the ship was delayed by the  ice, which 
pressed her in to the mouth of  Granjeanfjorden . 
The expedit ion also sought to capture calves of m usk-oxen to be 
taken to Norway,  but only ful l-grown animals were found .  Previously 
a young musk-ox bul l  h ad been captured in  Moskusoksefjorden .  Later 
a calf was captured in  Loch Fine. Already in 1 929 musk-oxen had 
been captured i n  East  Greenland and transferred to Svalbard where i t  
was thought they would thrive,  fin d ing there condit ions s imi lar to th ose 
in  North- East Greenland . The experiment proved successful .  In 1 932 
m usk-oxen were taken from Greenland to Norway and brought to the 
m ountain region of Dovre in  Central Norway. H owever, some of the 
animals had met with accidents, and in  order to supplement the smal l  
stock left,  more animals  had to be brought from Greenland.  
The " Polarbjørn " was delayed by storm at K.  Rink on Aug. 2 1  
and then went through heavy ice to Pendulumøya. From here there 
was an open lane of water southward along the coast. On Aug. 24 
the " Polarbjørn " left Greenland for Norway. The ice-belt  of the depth 
of  70 naut .  m iles was rather scattered , so the ship reached the open 
sea a lready on the next day .  On the 27th they called at  the island 
of jan Mayen where 1 0  British scientists, led by Alexander King, of  
the  I mperial College Expedition 1 938, and Olaf  øyen, a Norwegian ,  
from the meteorological station embarked. The British expedition 
em barked according to an agreement between the expedition leader 
and the NSIU .  
Expedition t o  Svalbard. 
The expedition sent out by NSI U  in 1 936 had for its main purpose 
the aerial survey of  Svalbard (see Skr. Svalbard og Ishave�. Nr. 73) . 
During that survey 3300 photograms were taken, covering two-thirds 
of  the  is land group ,  v iz . ,  Vestspitsbergen ,  Barentsøya ,  and Edgeøya. 
To finish this work another expedition was sent out in  1 938, whose 
main task was to photograph the remaining parts from the air. If time 
permitted , hydrographic work and the  erection of  beacons was  a1so be 
carried out. 
The vessel o f  the expedition ,  the whale-catcher " H aug I ll" , left 
Kristiansund in Norway on july 1 2  and reached Tromsø on the  1 5th . 
A sl ip for the a irplane had to be bui lt  on the after-deck of the vessel ,  
and certain other work was  also done  a t  the  Tromsø mechanical works. 
On july 16 the " H aug I ll"  left Tromsø for Svalbard . The members of 
the expedition were as fol lows : Adolf H oel , leader and geologist ; Rolf 
von Krogh. skipper and hydrographic surveyo r ;  Reidar Lyngaas, mate 
and hydrographic surveyor ; Bernhard Luncke , leader of the air survey 
and air photographer ; N ils Romnæs, chief of  the air pi lots ,  airplane 
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wireless operator and cinematographic photographer ; Kjel l  Lassen-U rdah l ,  
air pilot; Martin Hamre ,  air pilot; Hans Strandrud,  air mechan ic; Harald 
Chri stoffersen , ship wireless operator.  Two assistants were engaged by the 
expedition and the crew num bered 7 men ,  m aking a tota l  of 1 8  men on board. 
The pl ane with pilots was hired from Norsk Luftfoto AlS, Oslo. 
It was a Stinson seaplane ,  h ighwing monoplane with a engine of 320 h .p .  
With a crew of 3 men ,  outfit, camera , wireless, emergency ration s ,  
rubber boat, etc. i t  had a cruising range of  4 hours (say 640 km). 
The aerial camera was of Zeiss m ake, film size 1 8  x 1 8  cm ,  and had 
arrangements for both oblique and vertical photographs .  12 rol ls  of  
Agfa " Aeropanfil m "  were sufficient for 3300 exposures .  
" Haug 1I I "  arrived at Longyearbyen on the 1 9th .  While  the vessel 
was coaling, von Krogh , H oel ,  and Lyngaas went on board the vessel of 
the Governor of  Svalbard (th e Sysselmann) , " Maiblomsten " ,  to lay out 
spar-buoys. Odd Clemetsen , secretary in the Ministry of Trade,  who 
was visiting Spitsbergen ,  was also on board. The spar .-buoys had been 
obtained from the Norwegian Lighthouse Department. The anchor 
stones had a weight  of perhaps 200-300 kg. The spar-buoys, a long 
with some older ones from 1936, had been kept at the dock of  
Longyearbyen. Two spar-buoys were la id out at  the mouth of  Grøn­
fjorden,  four a t  Forlandsrevet. After having visited Ny-Ålesund on 
j uly 2 1 , where the old coal-mining plant was inspected , the "Maiblom­
sten " returned to Adventfjorden , where Clemetsen le ft. Spar-buoys 
(2) were now placed on Ministerbåen in Sassenfjorden, and off Rev­
neset on the north side of  the mouth of  Adventfj orden .  The spar-buoys 
which had been fixed at Forlandsrevet were of the small type, but ,  as 
the depth this year was found to be 5 metres, von Krogh decided to 
put out the heavy spar-buoys instead.  The last spar-buoy was placed 
on the 7 .5  m shoal off the quay in Ny-Ålesund .  
On july 25 the expedition sailed northward and the vessel anchored 
off Crozierpynten in Sorgfj orden on the 26th .  The same day the first 
air survey flight was undertaken. In the morning of the fol lowing day 
the plane was in the a i r  for four hours, this being the record for the 
whole trip . In the night between the 28th and 29th a short flight  was 
again undertaken. That night the hunting s loop " Hornfje ld " entered 
the bay, having met a strong wind in  H inlopenstretet. This strong 
wind had also been observed in H inlopenstretet and Wijdefjorden by 
the airmen , while there was a caIrn in Sorgfj orden .  After two shorter 
flights Romnæs and Lassen-U rdahl  flew to Longyearbyen on the 30th 
to fetch the mai!. The vessel had in the meantime sai led to Verlegen­
huken, on whose northern point  the bui lding of  the big beacon was 
commeneed. When " Haug 1I I "  was back in  Sorgfj orden the weather 
had changed, making it impossible for the plane to return from Advent­
fjorden until Aug. 6. While  wait ing for the plane a beacon,  5 metres 
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Fig. 2 .  The Stinson plane being taken on board the "Haug I ll" i n  Sorgfjorden after a 
survey fl ight. The special-shaped derrick was mounted for this purpose. 
A. Hoel pho!. July 28, 1938. 
h igh ,  was built on Fosterneset, and stone cairns on the west and east 
side of  the fjord inside of  Crozierpynten ,  and on the east side of  the 
mouth of  Sorgfjorden. The plane returned in the evening of  the 6th , 
but t-he next day flying conditions were again bad and the vessel sailed 
to Verlegenhuken,  where the big beacon (3 .0 x 3.4 x 4.0. m) was finished .  
Adverse weather continued the fol lowing  days and the time was spent 
in repairing the Swedish houses (wintering station of  the Swedish Arc­
of-Meridian expedition 1 899- 1 900). Some Quaternary terraces were 
level led. On Aug. 1 3  " Haug Ill" proceeded to Adventfjorden to coa l ,  
and on the  way a beacon 4 metres h igh was  put up  on Gråh uken 
(Grey Hook). During the stay a t  Ny-Ålesund two survey flights were 
m ade, whereupon the plane flew to Adventfj orden to await the vessel, 
which arr ived on the 1 5th .  The next day H oel  sai led for Norway in 
the coll ier " Dagny I", and von Krogh was left in charge of the 
expedition .  The " Haug Ill" went north again on the same day. The 
beacon on Verlegenhuken was painted black. In Mosselbukta the vessel' 
anchored off the Swedish station (wintering of the expedition of A. E .  
N ordenski61d 1872-73). 
On the 17th the bay was sounded, but as it was found to be a 
poor a ir  base the expedition sailed eastwards to Murch isonfjorden , and · 
"Haug Ill" anchored i n  the bay on the north side of the southern 
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point  of Kvalrossha lvøya. The point was named Flyodden. I n  the  
evening and early the fol lowing morning survey flights were made .  
Later the sky became overcast and the opportun ity was taken to over  hau  I 
the plane, wh i le  the hydrographic surveyors made a survey of the  
harbours on both sides of the  po in t .  The fol lowing days  bad weather 
prevailed, partly with snow,  but on the 24th i t  was possible to make 
three flights. On the 26th and the 27th photographic  flights were again 
undertaken and the whole o f  Nordaustlandet and the region of  H in lopen­
stretet were now fin ished .  In the evening of  the 27th the plane was 
taken on board and the "Haug I I I "  sai led southward th rough H in lopen 
stretet ,  but owing to the fog she had to turn back and anchored north 
of Sparreneset. At th is point a shoal ,  2 metres i n  depth, was d iscovered. 
As the anchorage here has a stony bottom and is  otherwise bad, the 
vessel sh i fted next morning to the south side, where the anchorage is 
much better with a sandy and clayey bottom . 
About mid-day the weather improved and  with a high N W  wind 
the course was shaped for Kong Karls Land. In the evening, a fter 
they had passed Franzøya, the wind changed to NE and the sea became 
rough , making i t  d ifficul t  to carry on owing to the plane on the afterdeck . 
They decided to anchor off Lindemannodden on the south coast of  
Nordaustlandet and the next day they sailed eastward to Wahlbergøya . 
As the weather got worse, the trip to Kong Karls Land had to be 
abandoned,  the " Haug I ll" sail ing northward again . At the smal l  is land 
of  Moffen the beacon was repaired and painted .  The beacon on Amster­
damøya was also painted , and on Aug.  30 the vessel anchored a t  N y­
Ålesund .  The spar-buoy here had been carried away by an iceberg. 
The next day they sailed southwards. The spar-buoys in  Forlandsundet 
were left in their place, as fishing vessels  m ight  sti l l  use the sound ,  
but t h e  spar-buoys on Ministerbåen and Revneset were removed again 
and brought to Longyearbyen .  The " Vesle kari " ,  with the American 
Boyd expedition ,  was also in the harbour and a visit was paid on 
board the ship. On'  Sept . 2 the spar-buoys i n  Grønfjorden were removed 
and Barentsburg was visited . On the return voyage to Longyearbyen 
a request was received from the Min istry of Trade to search for three 
missing hunters i n  the area of Bastianøyane ,  Kong Karls Land, and 
the island of  Hopen. On Sept. 5 and after having coaled ,  the " Haug I I I "  
left Longyearbyen and reached Wahlbergøya a t  the southern entrance 
to Hinlopenstretet on the the fol lowing day.  A hut  on th is  island was 
examined .  Wilhelmøya was the next cal l .  With the plane the Bastian­
øyane ,  the country at Kappa Pyer, and the new h ouse below Måkeberget,I 
were searched .  As no trace of the hun ters could be found ,  the plane 
was taken on board again and the course shaped for Kong Karls Land.  
l See  Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73, p .  70. The  mountain i s  here wrongly called  
Måkejjellet. 
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However, scattered cal f-ice and fog were met with and soon the ice 
became so close and the fog so thick that the vessel had to stop. 
Later the fog l ifted somewhat and by steering N E  open water was 
reached. Svenskøya was sighted and in the even ing " Haug I I I "  anchored 
off Antarcticøya. On Sept. 8 the weather was fine and the voyage was 
continued south of  Svenskøya and to the east coast o f  th is  island ,  where 
two huts were searched.  The vessel anchored in the bay east of  Kapp 
Altmann on Kongsøya and as the weather was good a f1ight was made 
and the remaining part of  Kong Karls Land was photographed i n  j ust  
over two hours. Flying low the plane searched the country, but  no 
signs of  the hunters cou ld  be seen . The aeroplane had thus  made i t  
possible to search a l l  these is lands in  the course of  a few hours, whereas 
i t  would have taken days for the ship to do  so. After midnight the 
course was set for H open , which was sighted at 1 p .  m .  on the 9th , 
but soon the island disappeared in the fog. Two nautical m i les off the 
north-east point  land was aga in sighted. On the 1 0th the " Haug I I I "  
was on the east s ide of the is land. In a motor-boat the coast was 
searched,  but nothing unusual could be seen . A case of  serious i l lness 
had now occurred on board and on the 1 1  th the course was set for 
Hammerfest in N orway to seek medical a id .  However, as the patient 
improved the vessel a l tered her course and sailed to Tromsø, where 
she arrived in  the evening of  ihe 1 3th.  The aeroplane was unloaded 
and the flying staff left the expedit ion here.  In the evening of  the 
1 8th the " Haug I I I "  reached Oslo. 
Survey Work . From the a i r  i t  could be ascertained that  most of 
the glaciers had retreated , but in  some places where the glaciers are 
likely to debouch into fj ords (stretch ing in  land from the present glacier 
front) the glacier fronts had advanced a great deal .  This was particu larly 
the case with the so-called Bråsvellbreen ( " Sudden swell glacier " )  on the 
south coast of  Nordaustlandet, and also with N egribreen on the west 
side of  Storfjorden. 
Despite less favourable weather condit ions, the survey programme 
was more or less carried out .  I n  44 flying hours 2 178 photogram s  
were taken covering an area of  a bt . 25 000 km 2. For other purposes 
1 4  hours were spent in  the air .  2500 m cinematographic films  were 
taken. 
Coal lnvestlgations i n  Svalbard. 
On behalf o f  the Min istry of Commerce Dr. j .  Gram ,  chemist to 
the Norwegian State Railways, and G. Horn of the N S I U  visited Spits­
bergen to test coals especially with regard to their suitabi l i ty for coking 
purposes. Gram stayed in  Longyearbyen (Store Norske Spitsbergen 
Kulkompani Aktieselskap) from Ju ly 2 1  to Aug. 1 ,  and H orn from 
J uly 16 to  Aug. 3 1 .  Coal samples were taken from Mines 2 and 1 a t  
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Longyearbyen,  fro m  the company 's  property in Grønfjorden,  and their 
Sveagruva mine at Braganzavågen .  Coking tests were carried out by 
Gram in the laboratory in Longyearbyen ,  using an  e lectric oven . Other 
coal samples were also collected by Horn. From Aug. 5 to the 1 2th 
Horn accompanied Sysselmann Marlow in the " Maiblomsten " on an 
inspection cruise around Spitsbergen .  The examination of  the coal 
samples was continued after the return to Oslo, and coking tests were 
carried out a t  the Drammen Gas Works. One sample was also tested 
the' Oslo Gas Works. A report covering the work and the resuIts was 
submitted to the Min istry of  Commerce by Dr. Gram )n December. 
Work during the Winter of 1938-39. 
From Sept. 28 to Oct. 8, 1 938 Hoel  attended The Fifth I n ternational  
Congress of  Photogrammetry in Rome (see p .  49). The topographers 
(Luncke, Solheim, Askheim) : In addition to the usual computation 
work, etc . ,  a report on the geodetic work carried out in Spitsbergen ,  
Bjørnøya (Bear I sland) ,  and  East Greenland was  prepared for the 
I n ternational  Union  of Geodesy and Geophysics, General Conference 
in Washington 1 939. The area between Hornsund,  Sørkapp, and Stor­
fjorden was constructed from the a ir photograph s .  For the benefit of 
the hydrographic work the costal a rea between Dei Sju I s fje l la and 
Raudfjorden was constructed.  The p lanigraph was lent for construction 
work on an  Antarctic map (see p. 45) . Askheim attended a photogram­
metrica l  course at Jena  in the spring of 1 939. 
Our new hydrographic surveyor, Reidar Lyngaas ,  worked on the 
corrections of the charts, and the filing of older survey materia l .  
I n  April ( 1 939) he acted as secretary to the Svalbard ice-breaker 
committee (see p .  50) when it sailed to Svalbard in the naval  coast and 
fishery inspection vessel " Fridtj of N ansen " in order to study the ice 
condit ions i n  the spring and  other matters of i nterest i n  connection 
with  the proposed ice- breaker. The members of  the comm ittee were 
K .  Østbye, Commodore, Norwegian N avy ; J ohan Anker, ch airman of 
the  Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani Aktieselskap, and Adolf  Hoe l .  
Orvin was  occupied with various geological work, etc. and H orn 
continued the work on the place-names of Svalbard , translated the 
paper by Orvin on the geology of Spitsbergen, etc .  
Miss Kinn Gliickstad, who han been on the clerical staff of  the 
N S I  U since 1 928, retired at the  end of 1 938. Christine Marie Gliickstad 
was born on May 23, 1 873 in H alden and died on Oct. 5 ,  1 940 in Oslo .  
We wish to record our appreciation  of her long and able service. 
Miss Alfhild  Baden ( b . 20/9 1 905) was employed to fill the vacancy 
(from 1 /2 1 939). 
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Relief Expedition for Count Gaston Micard in North-East Greenland. 
The wintering expedition of  the French Count Gaston Micard with 
the Norwegian Wil l ie Knutsen as co-Iea der, sailed for North-East Green­
land in the motor vessel " En avant " (ex " Ringsæl " ,  particulars see p. 63) 
in the summer of  1938. The purpose of  the expedition was hunting 
and various scientific work. Weather reports were thus  to be sent to 
the Meteorologieal I nstitute in Oslo. The main station, named Micardbu ,  
was set  up on the east  coast  of  Germania Land in lat .  77° OS' N and 
18° 1 8' Long .  W, about 4-5 km north of  the " 1 7 km Naze " .  Five 
sub-stations were also buil t  ( Koldewey 1 ., two, Germania Land, three) . 
I n  the spring of 1 939 Count Micard w as taken i l l ,  and wished to 
be transported home. He charged Hoel with the task of  arranging a 
relief expedition .  The " Veslekari" (see p. 63) , Skipper johan Olsen , 
was hired and Widerøes Flyveselskap AlS provided the plane (Stinson , 
320 h. p. Wright motor) with Erik Engnæs ( Lieutenant, Air Arm of  
the N orwegian Army) as chief pilot and  Helge Bjørneby (Lieutenant  
of  the Reserve, Air Arm of the Norwegian N avy) as wireless operator 
and seeond pi lot. Fr .  Blom Hartvigsen aeeompanied the expedition as 
physieian ,  and our hydrographie surveyor,  Captain Rolf v.  Krogh , 
Norwegian N avy, was leader. The ship left Ålesund in Norway on 
May 13 , and on the 19th when the ship was 250 km from Mieardbu and 
off the edge of  the drift iee , the plane was put on the water and took off 
for the flight .  Micardbu was safely reaehed and the plane landed in 
a la ne of open water some distanee from the station .  The plane returned 
the same day with Micard and Knutsen . On  board the "Veslekari " the  
count  reeeived medieal attention .  The Norwegian eoast was reaehed 
on the 25th and Count Mieard was flown to hospital at Oslo. 
The men remain ing in Greenland returned to Norway in the summer .  
Expedition in the Summer of 1939. 
Expedition to South-East Greenland. 
M/C " Grande " ,  Skipper B. H ide, left Ålesund on july 20 to take 
fresh supplies to Torgilsbu,  and the new wireless operators Sverre Aaseth 
and H arald Hoff. On board was also Rolf Grini, who was to repair 
the station house damaged by the storm in january .  During the voyage 
Aaseth was taken seriously i l l  and the ship had to take him to Reykjavik 
in I eeland,  arriving there on the 25th. H ere Aaseth was taken to 
hospital .  After having provisioned, the " Grande " left Reykjavik on 
Aug. 1 and arrived at Torgilsbu during the night  of  Aug. 5-6th.  No drift 
iee was met with ,  but many icebergs were seen off the eoast a t  Cape 
Walløe.  " Grande "  remained in Torgilsbu until the 14th.  Provisions,  
eoa l ,  and building materia l  were brought ashore and the house repaired. 
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Eggesvik and his wife had agreed to remain at the station another winter, 
and only Arne Pedersen , who had also wintered ,  left in the " Grande " 
which arrived at Ålesund on Aug. 23. 
Expedition to North·East Greenland. 
The vessel chartered for this trip was M/C "Polarbjørn " of Brandal ,  
Skipper Kristoffer Marø,  which left Ålesu nd on j uly 15 . On board 
were the following : johan j ohansen and Hans Siewers, Henry Rudi, 
Schjølberg N ilsen. and Levin Winther . with his wife (al l  hunters for 
the Arktisk Næringsdrift A/S) ; and Andreas Skaanevik wireless 
operator. At Ålesund Søren Richter's expedition ,  consisting of th ree 
men ,  was picked up, and at  Tromsø, where the ship arrived on the 
18th ,  the  hunter H el land came on board to j oin Sigurd Tolløfsen ' s  
expedition.  Other  passengers were : the Swedish Professor H.  W:son 
Ahlmann and h is assistants : the Swedish meteorologist Backa Erikson , 
and the N orwegian medical student Kåre Rodahl .  The latter was to 
spend the coming winter at Revet to continue Professor Ahlmann's 
glacier survey on  Claveringøya. Further : The N orwegian geologist 
Miss Brit Hofseth ,  to make geological investigations on Claveringøya. 
The fol lowing tourists sailed in the vessel : Ludvig Munsterh jel m ,  
L .  Seppanen,  and L .  Louekari, al l  Finns :  Frantz Wallsten ,  Swede, 
jeremi Wasiutynski, Polish student; the Norwegian author N il s j ohan Rud , 
journalist of the expedition. Leader was john  Giæver. The owner of  
the vessel, Martin Karlsen, a l so  made  the voyage. 
The " Polarbjørn " first sailed to Spitsbergen -- for the benefit of 
the tourists and reached Ny-Ålesund on the 22nd, whence it steered 
westward. In Lat. 76° 15' and about 200 m iles off the Greenland coast 
the ice became very close. They sailed SSW and on the 26th they 
were in Lat. 74° 40' and abt. 100 m iles off Sabineøya. On the 27th 
they reached Kapp Herschel .  A stop was made at Revet on Claveringøya, 
where Ahlmann's  expedition and Miss Hofseth were put ashore. The 
hunters Rudi and  N ilsen also wen t ashore .  and the Polish student left 
at Wordiebukta. At the mouth of Loch Fine  they met  the wel l -known 
American Arctic explorer Bob Bartlett, with h is schooner "Effie M. 
Morrissey " carrying a tourist expedition. lce conditions were exceptional  
this year on the stretch Hold  with Hope to Davysundet, th e winter ice 
in the m outh of the fj ords being stil l there. On  Attg. 1 the "Polarbjørn " 
reached Myggbukta. 
j ohansen and Siewers went ashore here. The wireless operator 
Rogstad came on board and was replaced by Skaanevik. Fosterbukta 
was covered by ice (unbroken winter ice) and the mouth of Frans  
j osefs Fjord was  closed until the m iddle of  August. H owever,  on the 
1 3th the "Polarbjørn " succeeded in  penetrating Davysund and the sta-
tions were a l l  reached from the south . The Richter's expedition was 
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Fig. 4. Jonsbu h unting station (met. sta. 1 932-34) in N orth-East Greenland. 
Lat.  75° 20' ,  long. 20° 28' W of Gr. P. Reer p h o t .  1939. 
l anded at  Mastervik and in the morn ing of the 1 4th Peder Sule bak 
was taken on board at Kapp Petersens. On  the 1 7th Arne J acobsen was 
picked up  at  h is station east of  Kapp Humboldt ,  and also Ole Klokseth , 
who had wintered since 1 938 at Brochøyane (on his own account) .  
On  t h e  1 9th Gerhard Antonsen a n d  Bjarne J acobsen were taken o n  
board i n  Youngsund a n d  t h e  fol lowing d a y  Ahlmann 's  expedition and 
Miss Hofseth . At Kapp Hersehe l ,  Herman Andresen and Bjarne Dalsbø 
came on board . J onsbu l in Peterbukta was reached on the 2 1 st. Here 
Tol løfsen ' s  expedition was picked up. Only Øivind Tol løfsen remained 
at  this station to spend the next win ter. The " Polarbjørn " left Green land 
on the 22nd ,  but  the same day the propel ler was damaged in the  ice south 
of Shannonøya, so that  the speed of the vessel was reduced consider-
l Meteorologische Beobachtungen in Svalbard Radio, Bj ørnøya, Jan Mayen ,  5 Ost­
Gron landischen Stationen und auf dem Fanaråken (Gipfelstation ,  2064 m) wahrend 
des internationalen  Polarjahres 1 932-33. Hg. von Det norske meteorologiske 
institutt. Oslo 1 940. Norwegian Publications from the Internati onal  Polar Year 
1 932-33. No. 3. 
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ably .  The fol lowing returned with the vesse l : the wire less operator 
Egi l  Rogstad, and four  hunters of the Arktisk Næringsdrift AlS : 
Peder Sulebak from Kapp Petersens ,  Ole Klokseth from Kapp Laplace, 
Herman Andresen from Kapp Herschel and four  men of  Tol løfsen's 
expedition .  
The homeward voyage has normal ly taken five days, now i t  took 
eight .  Ålesund was reached on Aug. 3 1 .  
Expedition to Svalbard. 
I n  the sum mer of 1 939 N S I U organized an expedition  to Svalbard,  
consisting of th ree parties : 
l .  Hydrographic  expedition with the naval  coast and fishery inspec­
tion vessel "N ordkapp " ,  led by Captain Rolf von Krogh . 
2. Surveying party to the north coast of Spitsbergen ,  led by Wilhe lm 
Solheim . 
3. Surveying party to Hope Is land ,  led by Thor Askheim . 
Sol he im's  party used the "Nordkapp " on the voyage to and from 
Spitsbergen ,  whereas Askhe im's  was  taken to and fetched from H ope 
I sland by the sysselmann of Svalbard in  the "Maiblomsten " .  
1 .  Hydrographie Section in the " Nordkapp " .  
The expedition started from Tromsø o n  j uly l .  On board were 
the fol lowing : 
Captain Rol f von Krogh ,  leader and hydrographie surveyor Lieu­
tenant Reidar Lyngaas, hyd rographic surveyor with two assistants Wi lhe lm 
Solheim topographer, with the assistants .  
The crew of  the "Nordkapp " ,  besides its chief, Commander Køste, 
and second in  com mand ,  Lieutenant Botten, numbered to 1 7  men.  
On arriving a t  I sfjorden in  j uly 4 the sh ip  tri ed to find a shoal  
off Kapp Linne,  reported by the Norwegian fishery inspection ship 
"Fridtj of Nansen " ,  but fai l ed  to do so. I n  the evening "N ordkapp " 
m oored at the o ld  quay in Adventfjorden,  where two motorboats, 
"Svenør"  and "Sva l i s " ,  a dory for the hotel a t  N y-Ålesund ,  and a 
wah leboat were to be taken on board . W hen th is  work was done von 
Krogh borrowed "Maiblomsten " which  had been chartered by syssel­
mann Marlow and went out with Lyngaas on j uly 5 to lay out  spar­
buoys at Revneset ,  Ministerbåen ,  and on both s ides of the entranee to 
Grøn fjorden ; they also brought into position three of the spar-buoys 
in  Forlandsundet ,  wh ich had been shifted by the ice during the winter. 
Also a smaller spar-buoy was laid out here instead of the fourth , which 
had be en carried so close to Murraypynten that  they dared not  go there 
with the vessel .  They returned to Longyearbyen on j u ly 6 la te in the 
evening, and m idnight " N ordkapp " l e ft for the north.  The fol lowing 
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day the spar-buoys in  Forlandsundet and the beacons on Sarstangen 
and Murraypynten were painted and the spar-buoy at  Murraypynten 
taken on board. In the even ing the expedit ion arrived at N y-Ålesund .  
Here various goods and the  dory for the hotel were d ischarged ,  
and after having l a id  ou t  spar-buoys on the seven-metre shoal near  the 
quay,  " Nordkapp"  went north ,  brought on shore some provisions for 
Solheim and the hut  on Bangenhuken,  and landed Solhe im and h is  
three assistants wi th " Sval is " on Velkomstpynten . 
" Nordkapp " now sai led to Magdalenefjorden and anchored east o f  
Gravneset, where t he  sh i p  and " Svenør"  were made clear for sounding 
work on J uly 1 1 . On  the tr ip east  to Wijdefjorden only scattered ice 
had be en observed, and the beacon on Moffen was intact. 
I t  was arranged that Lyngaas with two assistants in  the motorboat 
" Svenør " should sound along the shore as  far out as the 20-metre 
danger l ine ,  while von Krogh with the " Nordkapp " should sound out­
side this l ine .  The work was commenced at Dei Sju Isfje l la  (The 
Seven Glaciers) and continued northwards to Smeerenburgfjorden . The 
sounding-sheets used were on the scale  of l: 50 000 with detai led coast 
l ine and many fixed points .  The inner coast was surveyed with great  
accuracy after the so-cal led " l ine system " by Lyngaas in  the " Svenør " , 
which proved to be very usefu l  for survey work in  Spi tsbergen .  So  
d id  " N ordkapp " ,  which was  fi tted ou t  with echo-sounder and  electric 
log, and was exceptional ly easy to manage. 
During the survey by " Nordkapp " off Magdalenefjorden a six­
metre shelf  was found on J u ly 1 9. I t  has  a dangerous posit ion about 
1 1/4 naut ica l  mi les N NW off W hales Back or right in  front of  Magdalene­
fjorden .  The reason why no tourist steamers have struck here is that 
they have used the leading mark of the English chart of  1 8 1 8  (surveyed 
by Capt. Brake) , passing 200-400 metres south of the she1f. 
On Ju ly  22-24 " Nordkapp "  called at Ny-Ålesund where von 
Krogh conferred with Thor Iversen of the  N orwegian Board of  Fisheries 
in  Bergen about the soundings west of  Amsterdamøya,  while the sh ip 
took in  water and got  her motor overhauled and the donkey-boi l e r  
cleaned out. 
The ship now went north to Sørgattet, where she had her head­
quarters until the end of the survey. On July 28-30 " Nordkapp"  
was  again in  Ny-Ålesund to  fe tch 60  barreis of  o i l ,  sent up  by the 
whaleboat " Lyngen " .  
I n  J u ly the weather had been tolerable ,  but was bad throughout  
the whole of  August. Ei ther NE gale wi th snow or SW gale wi th ra in 
and mist . This seriously impeded the work of the " Nordkapp " whereas 
" Svenør " as  a rule could work either in  Sørgatt or  in  Smeerenburg­
fjorden. " Nordkapp " had only one complete working-day (Aug. 7) .  
Beyond that the work was l imited to some hours now and then.  But 
as the work proceeded 
very rapidly with the 
" Nordkapp " ,  the sur­
vey fin ished from An­
drebreen and north 
of  Amsterdamøya and 
Danskøya .  
N o rd v e s t ­
S p i tsbe rgen 
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On Aug .  1 6  water 
was taken on aboard in 
Magdalenefjorden,  and 
on the 21  st a big i ron 
tube was brought from 
Virgohamna and erec­
ted as a beacon on 
Danskeneset. On the 
rocks a t  the m outh of  
Sørgattet a great stone 
cairn was bui l t ,  and a 
smal ler one on the 
skerry NE of Bluff­
odden was put up .  l--'---'-�' 5,-, __ '�P ---l'f 
km 
On Aug. 23 survey 
work was stopped owing 
to the bad weather 
conditions ,  and " Nord­
kapp "  went east to 
Sorgfjorden where Sol­
heim's party embarked 
Opploddet /939 
a t  Crozierpynten . A Fig. 5. Map showing charted area ( 1 939 ) 
barreI o f  gasol ine was in  Svalbard. 
taken on board at 
Bluffodden , and with " Svenør " in  tow " Nordkapp"  arrived at  Ny­
Ålesund in  the evening.  The following morning the ship cont inued 
southward to Longyearbyen with both " Svenør" and the dory in  tow. 
She a rrived here in  the even ing of Aug. 25. A l ittle later the inspection 
vessel "Thorfin I "  also m oored at  the quay.  
On Aug. 27 " N ordkapp " pa id a visit ,  with sysselmann Marlow, 
to Barentsburg ,  and then left Grønfj orden for N orway. The expedit ion 
a rrived in  Tromsø on Aug. 30. 
The resuIts of  this expedition can be briefly summarized as  fol lows : 
I n  a l l ,  an  area of about 850 km2 was surveyed and 245 naut. m iles 
were run with the echo sounder. 
Spar-buoys were la id out  on Ministerbåen , at Revneset, at H eer­
odden at Festn ingen , four  on Forlandsrevet and one at N y-Ålesund,  a 
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total of nine .  Thor Iversen had promised to take up a l l  the spar-buoys 
in the autumn .  Cairns were buiIt in Sørgattet and near Bluffodden, 
and a beacon consisting of  an i ron tube erected on Danskeneset. Further, 
the beacons on Sarstangen , on Murraypynten and on Amsterdamøya 
were painted and those on Poolepynten , Gråhuken,  Verlegenhuken,  
Fosterneset and on Moffen were inspeeted. 
2. Topographic Section to the North Coast of Spitsbergen. 
The topographer W. Solheim and 3 assistants were put ashore a t  
Velkomstpyn ten (Point  Welcome) on j uly  1 0. They remained there 
unti l  july 25, when they left for Mushamna  on the east s ide of Wood­
fjorden , traveI l ing i n  the motorboat " Sval is " .  Some soundings were 
taken in the bay of Mushamna .  On j uly 27 the party left for MosseI­
bukta on the east s ide of  the mouth of Wijdefjorden and eamped near  
the old Swed ish station (wintering of  the expedition of  A.  E. Norden­
skiold 1872-73) . 
On Aug. 10 they moved to Gråhuken on the opposite side o f  the 
fjord . The smal l  is land of Moffen was visited on the 12th , whenee 
they returned to Mosselbukta on the same day. On the 13th in  the 
afternoon they moved to Sorgfj orden farther east and reaehed the old 
station at Crozierpynten (win tering of  Swedish Are-of-Meridian expedition 
1 899- 1 900) on the east side of the bay shortly after midn ight .  On 
Aug. 23 the " Nordkapp"  arrived to feteh the party and they reaehed 
Ny-Ålesund in  Kongsfjorden the fol lowing day .  
Topographical work . At Velkomstpynten a base l ine ,  abt .  1 000 
metres in length was m easured, whenee a triangulation net was earried 
eastwards to H eclahuken and eonneeted with the Swedish base l ine 
there .  All  angles of  the triangles were m easured and the base l ines 
were found to agree well .  
Trigonometric stations to th e number of 29 were oeeupied,  1 5  of 
whieh with photograms  ( 1 00) .  Four eairns were bui l t .  Tidal observations 
were earried out at  Velkomstpynten ,  Mossel bukta, and in Sorgfjorden .  
100 km of eoast  l ine  was measured by " direet depressions " .  
3. T0f!0graphic Section to the Island of Hopen. 
The I sland of  H open is  situated southeast of Spitsbergen and 
belongs to  the Svalbard group. The l ength is  abt .  34 km ,  and the breadth 
from 0.7 to 2 km. The area is abt .  50 sq.  km .  
This party eonsisted of t he  topographer Askheim and  3 assistants ,  
and they were brought to the is land in  the M/C " Maiblomsten " ehar­
tered for the summer by the sysselmann o f  Svalbard to be used by 
him as an inspeetion vessel .  The vessel left Tromsø on lune  24 ,  and 
on the 30th the party was landed at Koefoedodden on the  eas t  eoast 
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of the is land.  On Aug. 31 the " Maiblom sten " arrived to fetch the party 
and on Sept. 3 they were back in Tromsø . 
The weather condi ti ons  in  H open were very unfavourable for 
survey work, " n o  vis ib i l i ty " a lmost th roughou t the ent ire sum mer. 
The survey l asted 6 1  days, of  which on ly seven gave "working weathe r "  
throughout t he  d ay ,  and  two part of  the  day .  1 9  days were foggy 
down to 50- 1 00 metres with rain or snow on some days ,  33 days gave 
fog down to sea leve! .  When Askhe im a rrived at  Hopen,  Koefoedodden 
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I .  Constructed from aero-photograms on the scale of 1 : 50 000, 1 937-42. Area 
6200 sg.  km. 
2. Constructed from aero-photograms on the scale of 1 : 200 000. 1 942-43. (For 
general maps on the scale of l :  500 000 and l:  l mil l . ) .  
3. Constructed before 1 937 on the scale of 1 : 50 000, main ly  as terrestrial photo­
grammetry. This appl ies also to the area between Isfjorden and Bellsund (see 
Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73, fig. 1 9.)  
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was found to be only place where landing was possible .  The possibil i t ies 
of  landing on H open during the period the party stayed on the island 
were as fol lows : 1 7  days : good ; 1 8  days : possible ; 1 3  days : d i fficult 
or  very d ifficult ;  1 3  days : i mpossible .  
Topographical work. Tne work carried out a mounted to : 7 trigono­
metrical stations without photograms ,  1 9  stations with photograms ,  28 
tacheometer station s without and one with photograms ; m aking a total 
o f  58 photograms ;  1 2  hours tide gauge read ing ; 20 km of  coast l ine 
measured by " direct depressions " ; measuremen t  and levelI ing of 2 
base l ines ; 9 cairns erected ; 23 photographs taken for various purposes ; 
preparation of concrete pi l lar for intended astronomical station at Koefoed­
odden . Map construetion : 10 sq.  km. An accurate determination of 
the latitude and longitude of H open is  planned to be carried out on a 
flIture expedition .  
Work during the Winter of 1939-40. 
The topographers (Luncke, Solhe im,  Askheim) : Prel iminary work 
for the construction of  an  area north of  H ornsund and the western 
part of the Isfjord-Bellsund peninsula was carried out. Luncke, with 
the planigraph,  was lent to Captain H. E .  Hansen for a period of  2 months 
for the construction  of  an  Antarctic map  (see p .  45) . Maps showing 
glacier variat ions in  Svalbard were also prepared .  The a ir  camera,  
type Zeiss RMK P 2 1  was destroyed by fi re on Sept .  1 7, 1 939. A new 
camera,  type Zeiss RM K S 1 8 1 8  was purchased and arrived in  Dec. 1 939 
(see p. 64) . 
The hydrographic surveyor (Lyngaas) was absent from Sept. l ,  
1 939 t o  the end o f  May 1 940 owing to m il i tary duties. 
Orvin worked on the place-names of  Svalbard , geology of Sval­
bard,  etc. and Horn continued the work on the place-names. 
Expeditions in the Summer of 1940. 
Expedition to South-East Greenland. 
M/K " Ringsel " was fitted out at Tromsø to relieve the meteoro­
logical station Torgilsbu, and left that town of  Aug. 2 i n  company with 
SIS " Veslekari " , which was to relieve the station s in  N orth - East 
Greenland .  
Von Krogh was  the leader of the  expedition .  The  wireless operators 
Tom Fidjeland and Alf H iorth were to win ter in  Torgi lsbu , and of 
the other two passengers Willy Knutsen intended to winter in  Ang­
magssa l ik and the icelander Krist j an  Petur Gudmundsson from Akureyri 
would try to get to I celand with a Danish boat from Greenland.  The 
crew amounted to 8 persons incll1ding the skipper,  Karl N icolaisen . 
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The ships left Norway at Torsvåg north of  Tromsø. On the fi rst 
day two stowaways made the ir  appearance on deck . Their names were 
H ans Engebrigtsen and Alf Sundt Jacobsen ,  both from Oslo. The skipper 
found i t  risky to return to Torsvåg in  the bad weather and therefore 
included them in  the crew. About m idway between Norway and Bear 
I sland a German aeroplane passed elose over the ship.  " Ringsel " 
arrived at Adventfj orden in the evening of Aug. 5 ,  and after having 
taken on board 60 sacks o f  coal ,  left for Greenland on the 7th . " Ringsel " 
had a new wireless recei ver, but the transmitter was unfi t  for use during  
the  who le  voyage. 
" Ringsel " encountered the Greenland Ice on 78° 7' N. La t .  and  
3° 43' E. Long. and fol lowed the i ce  edge un t i l  t he  7 th ,  when  l and  was 
sighted at Steenstrup Glaciers. On Aug. 19 they arrived at  Angmagssal i k .  
Here " Ringsel " ran  aground and  go t  her  rudder buckled .  The rudder 
was brought ashore to be straightened out ,  but the sh ip was not ready 
to conti nue her  cruise unt i l  the morning of Aug. 25. The Danish and  
Ameriean authorit ies were asked for permission for Wil ly Knutsen to  
stav in  Angmassa l ik ,  bu t  no answer arrived and the  sh ip had to wai t .  
On Aug.  26,  however, the U.  S .  eoastguard sh ip "N orth I and " anchored 
at  Angmagssal ik ,  and Knutsen ,  who was an American cit izen , was per­
m itted to go in the " N orthland " to Am erica . Com m ander Edward H .  
Smith o f  th e " North land " sa id that  the ship was to rel ieve a l l  the 
stat ions in  East Greenland ,  but  when he  heard lhat " Veslekari " was 
cal l ing at the Norwegian stations in North- East Greenland ,  he wen t  
southwards a fter having provisioned Angmagssal ik .  
" Ringsel " d id not leave Angmagssal ik t i l l  Aug. 27 .  They met " N orth­
land " twice on the voyage, wh ieh took plaee in  thick weather .  When 
i t  cleared up on Aug. 29 the  iee was scattered towa rds land and the 
vessel anchored south of  Kapp Trolle about 35 naut .  m iles north o f  
Torgi lsbu.  T h e  fol lowing d a y  t h e  s h i p  passed through the  iee and ,  
the weather be ing mis t  y ,  went  in to Hornfj orden ,  where  i t  anchored at  
the  i nnermost hu t  in  the  evening .  The next day ,  on Aug. 3 1  the  
" Ringsel " arrived at Torgi lsbu.  Here they met  " Polarbjørn " and the 
" N orth land " .  Skipper Marø on " Polarbjørn " to ld them that  on Aug .  1 5  
and 1 6  he  had landed provisions for the winter  and 80 sacks o f  eoal  
a t  Torgi lsbu ,  and then been to Myggbukta to unload provis ions,  when 
" Veslekari " arrived and stopped the work. The N orwegian warship 
" Fridt j o f  N ansen " ,  however, also arrived and " Veslekari " was se ized .  
Von Krogh then pa id  a v is i t  on the " Northland " ,  where Com mander 
Smi th  to ld  h im  that he  had called to  see that  the stat ion had provis ions .  
In the  even ing " Ringsel " landed the provisions brought from N or­
way, but not the eoal ,  as there was enough ashore already. Fid je land  
and H iorth went  ashore in  the evening,  and Eggesv ik wi th  wife and  
ch i ld  and Hoff embarked .  When the sh ip  was  ready to l eave  early 
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next morning i t  was d iscovered that  the two stowaways had disappeared 
during the night .  They could not be found anywhere, and " R ingsel " 
had to leave without them . The " Northland " left ha l f  an hour  l a ter .  
Owing to th ick weather with a gale from the northeast  " Ri ngsel " 
was compel led to enter Mortensenfjorden for sheIter t i l l  Sept . 3 ,  when 
she continued northward along the shore. The fol lowing days they had 
partly th ick weather and s ighted land now and then. On the 8th a storm 
from the northeast forced the sh ip  to run at ha l f  speed unti l next day ,  
when they passed Kap Ryder  10  naut .  m i les off. On  Aug .  10  they 
entered a fj ord south of Kap Brewster, where water was  taken in ,  
the motor-coupl ings were inspected ,  and  o i l  pumped over in the  motor­
tanks. There were on ly  25 barreIs of oi l  left, 1 0- 1 2  barreis hav ing 
been pumped out o f  the tanks when the sh ip ran aground at Ang­
magssal ik .  For these reasons lhey had to take the  shortest course to 
N orway. The " Ringsel " continued in m ist and ga le  from the northeast, 
. but on Sept. 1 7  the mountains in  Vesterål en were visi ble and in  the 
even ing  the ship en tered Gavlenfjorden and cal led at  Risøyhamn the 
next day .  At midnight on the 1 8th  the expedit ion was back at  Tromsø.  
Expedition t o  North-East Greenland, 1  
The vessel chartered for th i s  trip was S/S " Veslekari " o f  Ålesund , 
Skipper johan  Brandal .  j ohn Giæver, secretary to N S I U was leader.  
On board were the wi reless operator H olger Hannestad ,  the photo­
grapher Col I ,  and 3 Danish hunters who were permi tted to go in  the 
sh ip to be put ashore a t  Mørkefjord,  where they were to jo in  the  Danish 
winter ing expedit ion o f  Count Knuth and Ebbe Munk.  Goods for the 
Danish company Nanok A/S's hun ting stat ions and mai l  from Grøn­
lands Styrelse in Copenhagen were also carried . 
The vessel l e ft Ålesund on ju ly  28 and cal led at Tromsø, and 
Longyearbyen in  Spitsbergen where coa l  was  taken on board . The 
" Veslekari " sa i l ed  from Longyearbyen on Aug .  6, and ca l l ed  a t  N y­
Ålesund , whence it steered westwards unt i l  it reached the drift- ice. 
The ice was penetrated and the ship arrived at  Claveringfj orden on 
Aug. I l . During the sta y in Greenland waters " Veslekari " was seized 
by the N orwegian warsh ip " Fridtj o f  N ansen " ,  Capta in  Ul l r ing ,  which 
in  addi t ion to her Norwegian crew, had some Brit ish soldiers on  board . 
The wire less stat ion Myggbukta was demol i shed and a prize crew was  
put on board the " Veslekari " which was  then taken to  Iceland and Great 
Brita in .  Before the ship left Greenland a l l  the Norwegian  h unt ing 
stat ions had  been vis i ted and suppl ied with provis ions and stores .  In the 
winter  of  1 940-4 1 the Arktisk Næringsdrift AlS had 6 hunters wintering .  
One o f  them had h is  wife with h i m .  
l From the annual  report o f  the Arktisk Næringsdrift A /S. 
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Work during the Winter of 1940- 4J.1 
The topographers (Luncke, Solheim ,  Askheim) : Completion of the 
computation of the triangulation in  1 939 from Raudfjorden to H in lopen­
stretet , where connection was obtained with the net of the Swedish­
Russian Arc-of-Merid ian survey . The rem ain ing part of the a ir  routes 
from 1 938 was plotted and construetion continued of  the area between 
Sassenfj orden-Tem pelfjorden and Kjellstromdalen . The topographical 
map " Adventfjorden-Braganzavågen " on the scale of l: 1 00 000 was 
published in  a prel im inary edition . This map was of  particular in terest 
to the Store Norske Spitsbergen Kulkompani Aktieselskap. rwo maps 
( " Skansbukta " and " Tempelfjorden " )  on the scale of  1 : 50 000 were 
prepared in connection with the deposits of  gypsum owned by J acob 
Kjøde, a Bergen shipowner.  The planigraph was used for a fortnight 
to construet Antarctic maps.  From Apr.  1 ,  1 94 1  a new agreement was 
eoncluded with the N GO for the use of  the planigraph . There being 
for the present no expedit ions, the N S I U  was to use the apparatus from 
Apr .  1 to Oct. 1 5, and the N GO from Oct .  16  to March 3 1 .  
The hydrographie surveyor ( Lyngaas) worked on corrections of  
the chart N r. 507 which appeared in a new edit ion in  Aug .  1 94 1 .  The 
construetion of charts 509 and 5 1 0  was eom menced. 
Orvin worked on the preparation of  geological maps ' and papers, 
was a member of  the Government " Committee to discuss the question of 
an increase in  the coal production in Svalbard and further investigations 
of  the coal deposits " appointed on J an .  7 ,  1 94 1 ,2 
Horn was also a member of  the com mittee and acted as its secre­
tary. The reports of  the comm ittee were ready on Febr. 6 and March l .  
The first report dealt with the possibi l i t ies for a rapid extension of  the 
eoa! production in  Svalbard. The committee estim ated that the  production 
(export) in 1 942 would reach 575 000 tons and in 1 943 725 000 tons .  
The second report  out l ined a plan for future prospeeting work. 
1 When n o  s u m m e r  expedi t ions  are  sent  out  "winter"  means the period J uly 1 to  
J un e  30 the fol l owing year.  
2 The m e m b ers o f  the committee were : Adolf Hoel,  leader o f  N S I U , c h a i rman ; 
Dr. Gu nnar H orn ; H. Merckoll,  formerly m i n i n g  i nspector of Svalbard ; Dr.  A n d e rs 
K. Orvi n ;  B. A. Sherdahl, d i rector of the Kongsberg Si lver  M i ne s ; E. Slåtto of 
th e  M i n i stry of Trad e ; and E.  Sverdrup, d irector of Store N o rske S p i tsbergen 
Kulkompan i Aktieselskap. 
Expedition in the Summer of 1941.1 
Expedltion to North-East Greenland. 
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The vessel chartered for this trip was SIS " Buskø " of Ålesund ,  
Skipper E l i as  Hessen , and leader of  the expedit ion was  Hallvard Devold ,  
secretary to  N S I U .  The crew numbered 8 men inc 1uding the skipper. 
The wintering party consisted of the following : Bradley, wireless operator, 
Anders Godager, leader of  the hunting party , Mrs. Astri Godager, and 
7 hunters . The vessel left Ålesund  on Aug. 1 9  and proceeded to 
Laukvik in  Senj a in  N orth Norway, whence i t  steered westward to 
Greenland. Nothing was heard of  the expedition until the n ews was 
broadcast that the " Buskø " had been seized by an U. S .  patrol vessel 
off the coast of Greenland.  The ship and its crew had been taken to 
Boston ,  Mass. , where they arrived probably abt. Oct. 1 5. 
Work during the Winter of 1941-42. 
The topographers (Luncke, Solheim , Askheim) : The planigraph 
was modernised. In the autumn of  1 94 1  the plan igraph was i mproved 
upon in  severai respects. The most important improvements were : 
c1utches on the vertical spindles on the drawing board, mechanic enu­
merator for reading the y and z values, fresh sets of toothed wheels 
(4 : 5) ,  three SKF ball-bearings in  the pedal disc, lengthening of the 
screws for adjusting the angular values qJ and ro ,  fresh lamp sockets 
in the big reflectors, rectifier on the switchboard, and various improve­
ments for reading the values x, b", bz, z-micrometer and mechanic 
enumerator .2 The construetion of  Svalbard maps on the scale of  1 : 50 000 
proceeded in the area Adventfjorden-Kjel lstromdalen.  For use on 
the charts a n ew coast l ine was constructed from W oodfjorden 
along Wijdefjorden to Sorgfjorden and on the scale of  l :  1 00 000. 
Scott-Ruud started the fina l  drawing of the sheet " Sørkapp " , to be 
reproduced on the scale l :  1 00 000. An agreement was concluded with 
the  N GO for the sale of our topographical maps on the same condit ions 
as  those in force for our charts .  
The glaeier maps from Jotunheimen in  N orway were printed (see 
p .  48) . The hydrographie surveyor continued the work on the charts 
509 and 5 1 0. In the period Apr. 1 1  - N ov.  3, 1 942 he was transferred 
to Norges Sjøkartverk to do survey work . 
Orvin prepered various geological papers, proposed place-names 
for the map sheet  Sorkepp, etc. 
1 From the annual  report of the Arktisk Næringsdrift AlS. 
2 The G ermans h ad the disposal of the planigraph from March 1 , 1 94 4 .  
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H orn com pleted the work on the pl ace-names of  Sval bard and  
the  printing was  fin ished on J une 30, 1 942. 
In the winter of 1 94 1 -42 the western wing of  the office bui ld ing 
(of the  N S I U)  was rebui l t  to serve as an office room .  On the second 
fl oor alterations were a l so  m ade .  
Summer of 1942. 
No expedit ions were sent out i n  the summer of 1 942 owing to 
the War. 
Work during the Winter of 1942-43. 
From Sept. 28, to Oct. 3, 1 942 Hoel atte nded a meeting in Copen­
hagen for the discussion o f  Arctic probl ems .  The meeting was cal led 
at the instance of  Deutsches Wissenschajtliches Institut, Arktische 
Abteilung, 1eader Professor Hans  Frebold ,  and  included members from 
Denmark, N orway, Sweden ,  and  Germany.  Papers were read on  
geoph ysical ,  geographica l ,  geo1 0gical ,  and zoological subjects. H oel read 
a paper on the Place-names of Svalbard . 
The topographers (Luncke, Solheim ,  Askheim ) :  The rema tn tng  
parts of the  Bellsund and Midterhuken peninsulas were constructed .  
Later the construetion work covered the  remain ing area  south of Van 
Mij enfjorden-Agardhfjellet and  an area  a t  Verlegenhuken.  The drawing 
of  the map sh eet " Sørkapp " was continued .  On behalf  of  the Min istry 
of  Trade Askheim m apped an  area at Tufte in the  province o f  Tele­
mark, where there is an occurrence o f  the rock søvite .  A general map  
o f  Sva lbar:d on the scale of  l :  2 mi l l .  was printed in  a new edition .  
A new feature of  th i s  map was the separation of the ice-covered and 
ice-free areas.  Of  the enti re is land group of  Svalbard 60 per cent .  are  
glacier covered . The peninsula I sfj orden-Bel lsund is glaeier covered to 
the extent  of 20 per cen t . ,  and  Nordaustlandet  to 80 per cent .  
The hydrographic surveyor (Lyngaas) cont inued to work on the 
charts 509 and 5 1 0. 
Orvin worked on various geological papers and maps,  place-names 
on the " Sørkapp"  sheet ,  etc. 
Horn was absent on account  of i l l ness from Aug. 1 3 , 1 942 to 
Jan .  3 1 ,  1 943. On his return he  worked chiefly in  the l i brary, and 
on the publications ,  etc. 
Mrs. Else Rosted (nee Asmyhr) ,  who had been on the o ffice sta ff 
o f  the NS I U  since Oct. 28, 1 929 left our service on  March 3 1 ,  1 943. 
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Summer of 1943. 
No expeditions were sent out in the sum mer of 1 943 owing to 
t he  War. 
Work during the Winter of 1943-44. 
The topographers (Luncke,  Solhei m ,  Askhe im)  : Trigonometrical 
computations .  Sval bard map construction (planigraph)  on the scale of 
1 : 200 000 and 1 : 50 000 (smal ler areas) .  Construction of the southern 
part of the island of Hopen from terrestrial photographs on the scale 
of I :  1 0 000. Various other map work. 
The a ir  photographic fi lms  from Svalbard were evacuated in 
February to the  Kongsberg mines, where special arrangements have 
been made to store material from the publ ic  arch ives, m useums, and 
l ibraries and o ther  valuable matter from pub l i c  institut ions. 
The hydrographic surveyor (Lyngaas) fin isned work on the charts 
509 and 5 1 0, and the sheets were sent to the Geographical Survey o f  
Norway for print ing.  H e  also worked on  a sai l ing d irections for 
Svalba rd . 
Orvin commenced the preparation of  a geological bibliography of 
Svalbard and also wrote a paper on the spr ings o f  Svalbard (Med­
delelser. Nr. 5 7) .  Horn worked with the publ ications, the l ibrary, etc .  
The eastern wing of  the building (room for transit instrument) 
was rebui i t  to serve as a safe (Aug.-Nov. 1 943) . 
On  Dec. 1 9, 1 943 (Sunday) in the a fternoon an  explosion o f  
ammunit ion occurred a t  Fil l ipstad some  500 metres from the  bui lding 
o f  N S I  U. Great damage was caused to the bui ld ings in  th e vicin ity 
and severai houses were set on fi re. In our bui ld ing a l l  the windows 
were smashed and in the interior considerable dam age was caused.  
During the fi rst ha lf  of  1 944 repairing work was in progress and greatly 
hampered the work of our institution ,  the person nei  of  which spent m uch 
t ime in  moving and arranging books ,  papers e tc .  The greater part  of 
our  l ibrary was evacuated to safe places in  February 1 944. 
Summer of 1944. 
No exped it ions were sent out in  t he  summer of 1 944 owing to 
the War. 
Summary of Work. 
In the preceding pages we have given an account  of the work of 
the expedit ions and we shal l  now state briefly  what has been done i n  
t he  various areas. For  detai ls ,  t h e  preceding pages and t he  tables a t  
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the end of this paper should be consulted .  I n  the tables will be found 
detail ed information about the  members, vessels, instruments ,  summaries 
of  the topographical and hydrographical work. 
North-East Greenland. 
I n  the years 1 937-43 expeditions were sent out every summer 
to that  par t  of  N orth-East Greenland Iy ing between Carlsbergfj orden in 
the south and Roseneatbukta in the north . The object of  the expedit ions 
has been to rel ieve the wireless operator at  the meteorological station 
in  Myggbukta and the hunters of various companies and expedit ions .  
Scienti fic expeditions and tourists have also been carried . The N S I U  
have not had any scientific  expedit ions i n  this fie ld .  
Transport of hunting expeditions. I n  1 937 one wireless operator 
and 3 men of the Arktisk Næringsdrift A lS went in  the vessel of  the 
expedit ion to N orth-East Green land. Further : Richter's expedition 
(hunting and archæology) consisting of  3 men, Herman Andresen's 
exp. (2) and Tolløfsen 's  exp. (6). On  the homeward voyage one wireless 
operator and Edward G.  Bird, who, with his brother, had wintered , in 
Myggbukta. 
In 1 938 : One wire�ess operator, A. N. 4 men, Tolløfsen 4,  Micard 
expedition one. On the homeward voyage : Charles Bird , one wireless 
operator, 2 men of  the A. N. The vessel called at  Jan Mayen to bring 
home the 1 0  members of the I mperial College of Science Expedition ,  
and one man from the Norwegian station .  
I n  1 939 : One wireless operator, A.  N. 6 (of which one was a 
woman),  Richter 3 ,  Tolløfsen 1 .  H omeward : one wireless operator, 4 
men of the A. N .  and 4 Tollefsen men .  
I n  1 940 : One wireless operator, Danish hunters 3 .  
I n  1 94 1 : 10  hunters. 
The expeditions in  1 940 and 1 94 1  were seized by Allied naval 
units when they arrived in  Greenland waters. 
Tourists. 1 937 : 6, 1 938 : 3,  1 939 : 5 .  In this year the vessel also 
carried 4 members of  two scientific expedit ions .  
journalists. 1 937, 1 938 and 1 939 : one. 
South-East Greenland. 
The N S I  U has since 1 934 been entrusted with the rel ief  of the 
person neI at the Torgilsbu station , and keeping i t  suppl ied with store 
and provisions. 
Relief of wireless operators. The expedit ions have only rel ieved 
the wireless and meteorological stat ion of  Torgi lsbu. In 1 937 3 men 
were carried each way, in 1 938 6 men, in 1 939 one man each way. 
4 1  
I n  1 940 2 wireless operators and 2 passengers to Torgilsbu (2 pas­
sengers to Angmagssalik) and 2 men back, and the wife of the one of 
the wireless opera tors with her chi ld (born at  Torgi lsbu) .  
Wireless �and Meteorological Station Torgilsbu. The station was 
bu i l t  i n  1 932. A new buiIding was erected in  1 938 ; this house is 
8 x 10 m2 •  Repairs in  the summer of  1 939. 
Svalbard. 
The work of the expeditions to Svalbard in  1 938 and 1 939 will 
be found under these expeditions (p. 1 7  and 27) . 
Financing the Expeditions and the NSIU. 
I n  the period 1 937-43 the N S I  U has continued to be subordinate to 
the Ministry of Commerce, which department has introduced the legislation 
deal ing with the expeditions and N S I U .  The cost of running the 
N S I U  and the expeditions has been defrayed directly by the State ,  and 
to a smal ler extent out of  the Svalbard grants (Svalbardbudgett) . N o  
contri butions from private individuals and scientific funds have been 
received during this period . On p .  72 wil be found a table showing 
the expenditure. 
Cooperation between the NSIU and Government Institutions 
dealing with the same Kind of  Work. 
In the years 1 937-43 we have co-operated with the fol lowing 
institutions : 
The technical Department of Norges Geografiske Oppmåling 
(Geographical Survey of N orway) has reproduced and printed our charts. 
The sales department of  the survey has, for the usual renumeration,  
handled the sale of  our charts. 
Norges Sjøkartverk ( Hydrographic Office of Norway) does the 
colouring of our charts and ,  i f  necessary, the hand corrections .  They 
also order new impressions after consultat ion with the N S I U .  
Marinens Navigasjonsvesen (Navigation Department o f  the N avy) 
has placed at our disposal instruments fo r Navigation .  
The Royal Norwegian Navy has p laced at our disposal the fishery 
inspection vessel " N ordkapp " for the hydrographic survey at Svalbard 
in 1 939. 
Meteorologisk Institutt (Meteorological Inst itute) , Oslo .  The mete­
orological stations Myggbukta and Torgi lsbu in East Greenland are 
worked by the N S I U ,  which engages the necessary personneI and 
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arranges the yearly sai l ings to the stat ions .  The observations are sent � 
to the Meteorological I n st itute severai t imes da i ly .  
Meteorologisk Institutt, Tromsø.  The  hyd rographie expedit ion to 
Sval bard in 1 939 carried out  meteorological observations for th is  
institute throughout the expedition .  
Telegrajstyret (Board of Telegraphs) , Oslo ,  has helped to obtain 
wireless station supplies .  Mr. N. Brinch mann o f  the Board of  Telegraphs 
has been our adviser on m atters re lat ing to the radio equipment  of 
the  stat ions. 
The Natural History Museums of  the Un iversity o f  Oslo. The 
museu ms cooperated with the N S I U  i n  the working u p  of the mater ia l .  
Offices and Store Rooms. 
The offices o f  N S I U are in the bui ld ing of the old Un iversity 
Astronom ical Observatory, Observatoriegata 1 ,  Oslo, rented from the 
University (see Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73, pp. 8 1 -82) . 
The Library. 
The l i brary of the N S I U  occupies 26 1 metres of shelves of which 
1 56 metres are polar l i terature, and 1 05 metres period icals and various 
other books.  I n  volum es ( 1  metre = 35 vols . )  these figures would 
• 
correspond to 5460 and 3675 vols . ,  making a total of 9 1 35 vols. I n  
addit ion,  the l ibrary contains about 3000 pamphiets and authors prints ,  
a l l  on polar subjects. 
From the autumn  of  1 937 to the end of 1 942 H roar Vartdal acted 
as l ibrarian and gave help on bib l iograph ical questions .  
In  February and N ovem ber 1 944 the greater part  of the  l ibrary 
was evacuated to safe places. 
, Publications. 
Two series of publ ications are publ ished by Norges Svalbard- og 
Ishavs-undersøkelser : 
Skrifter. 
Meddelelser. 
The first 1 1  numbers of the Skrifter appeared as  
Resultater av de norske statsunderstøttede Spitsbergen-ekspedisjoner 
(ResuIts of the Norwegian State-supported Spitsbergen Exped it ions) 
with Det norske Videnskaps-akademi i Oslo printed at the top of 
the titl e page.  These 1 1  papers were also bound i n  one volume ( I ) .  
T h e  fol lowing num ber, 1 2 , also appeared under t h e  n a m e  o f  the academy ,  
bu t  now as  
Skrifter om Svalbard og Nordishavet 
(Publicati ons on Sval bard and the Northern Polar  Sea) .  
From No. 1 3  the tit le was al tered to 
Skrifter om Svalbard og Ishavet 
(Pub l ications on Sval bard and the Polar Sea ) ,  
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the o ther  particu lars on the  t i t l e  page be ing  the name o f  the Royal  
Min istry of Commerce, I ndustry, Hand icra ft ,  and Fisheries (Det Konge­
lige Departement for Ha'ndel, Industri, Håndverk og Fiskeri) and  of the 
Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser. Leder Adolf Hoel ( N or­
wegian I nstitute for the Exploration o f  Sva lbard and the Polar Regions .  
Leader : Adolf  H oel ) .  From NO . 82 the t i t le was changed again ,  now to 
Skrifter. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 
the other particu lars being on ly the name of the institute and  the lea der .  
The other ser ies ,  Meddelelser, has not  undergone any changes as  
rega rds the title ; th is  se"ries a lso contains reprints of pa pers appearing 
in  various journals .  
The abbreviated t i t les are : 
Result. Norske Spitsbergeneksped. Nr. 
Skr. Svalbard og Nordishavet. Nr. 
Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 
Skr. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 
Medd. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-unders. Nr. 
Svalbard Place-Names. 
The paper on the place-names of  Svalbard ,  mentioned in  the 
" Report on the Activit ies, e tc .  1 927- 1 936 " .  Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. 
Nr. 73. P. 87, was fin ished in 1 940 and the print ing ended on lune 30, 
1 942. The pa per contains 539 pages. It was publ ished as Skr. Svalbard 
og Ishavet. Nr. 80. 
Bibliography of Norwegian Polar Literature. 
I n  1 938 the Committee for the  I n ternational Polar Exhibition in  
Bergen 1 940 i nvited H.  Var tda l  to start work on a b ib l iography 
of  N orwegian Polar Literature. A t  the outbreak of  war in  1 939 the 
exhibi t ion i n  Bergen had to be given up .  With in terruptions the work 
on the b ib l iography was cont inued .  As the ind ispensable b ib l iographical 
l iterature and most of  the period icals were gradual ly evacuated from 
the  N S I U  and the  U n iversity l ibrary ,  t he  work  on the b ib liography 
had to be suspended in the summer of  1 944. The unfinished man  u ­
script was  moved from the U n iversity Library to Kongsberg. Publ ic 
evacuation rooms had been bui l t  there in  one o f  the mines of the 
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Kongsberg Si lver Works. The cost of the work was defrayed by grants 
from �the  Committee of  the International Polar Exhibit ion in  Bergen 
1 940, the Nansen Fund,  " Norsk Varekrigsforsikrings Fond " ,  and " Norges 
I shavskomite " . 
Assistance to other Expeditions, etc. 
Below fol lows a l ist - partly with particulars - of those ex­
peditions to which we have given assistance in  some way or other. It is  
a continuation of  the l ist g iven in  Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73 (q . v . )  
on pp.  83-84. 
Svalbard. 
1936. 
On Oct. 27 , 1 936 an earthquake occurred on the is land of J an 
Mayen . A relief expedition was sent out in the sealer "Veslekari " of  
Ålesund, leaving Norway on Nov.  14  and reach ing the  is land on the  
1 9th. The relief party was  landed on the  24th .  The  expedition was 
sent out by the Værvarslingen for Nord-Norge i n  Tromsø, and H oel 
gave various assistance, helped in  chartering · the vessel , and the NSI U 
lent a radio d irection finder.  
1 937. 
Deutsche Spitzbergen Expedit ion 1 937 von Dr. H. Rieche. 
1 938. 
Cambridge Spitsbergen Expedition led by L. H .  McCabe.  
Deutsche Spitzbergen Expedition 1 938 von Dr.  H. Rieche.  
1939, 
I n  the 'autu mn of 1 938 and in the spring of  1 939 the N S I U  
assisted t h e  English-Norwegian-Swedish geological-palæontological ex­
pedit ion to Spi tsbergen . Leader of  the expedit ion was Professor Erik 
A:son Stensi6 , .  Palæo-Zoological Department of the Naturhistoriska 
Riksmuseet in Stockholm ,  with Dr. Errol I. White ,  British Museum 
(Natural H istory) ,  London ,  as chief o f  the English party, and Professor 
A .  H eintz ,  Palæontologial Museum,  Oslo, as  chief of the Norwegian party . 
The expedition received from us -aerial photographs of a l l  the areas to be 
visited, chiefly of the surroundings of  Woodfjorden and of  the inner  
part  of Isfjorden . Maps were a lso prepared of  the regions where the 
expedition in tended to work.  H oel helped in  chartering the vesse l o f  
t he  expedition ( "  H eimen " )  and  in  obtain ing parts of  t he  funds necessary 
to finance the expedition. A duty-free transit of the Engl ish outfi t  for 
the expedit ion through Norway was also arranged . From March 1 5  
to 23, 1 939 H oel took part in conferences with Stensi6 and Forster­
Cooper in  London to discuss the planning, fi tting out, and scientific  
work of  the exped ition . 
V. Romanovsky, Professor. Faculte des Sciences, Universite de Paris . 
Jan Mayen. 
1 938. 
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I mperial College of Science Expedition to Jan Mayen, leader 
A .  King. According to agreement this expedit ion returned in  our vessel 
(see p .  1 7) .  
East Greenland. 
1938. 
Norwegian-French Arctic Expedition , 1 938 led by Count Gaston 
Micard and Wil ly Knutsen (see p .  24) . 
1939. 
Count Gaston Micard (reBef expedition) ,  see p. 24. 
Professor H .  W:son Ahlmann's (Stockholm) glaciological exped ition 
to Claveringøya .  The N S I U  suppBed this expedition with maps, a ir  
photographs,  and they sailed in  our reBef ship to East  Greenland.  
Miss Brit Hofseth (Oslo) was permitted to sai l  in the East Green­
land relief ship to carry out geological studies on Claveringøya. 
Antaretie. 
Consul Lars Christensen of Sandefjord planned to make an aerial 
survey of  certain regions in  the Anta rctic. At a conference in  Norges 
Geografiske Oppmdli'ng (Geographical Survey of Norway) Luncke of  
the NSIU was  requested to pu t  forward a plan for the survey. The 
proposa l ,  with sketches and in structions for the photographer, was 
h anded over to Widerøes Flyveselskap A lS. I ts main points were : 
Photographs  of the land in series (flying above the sea a t  a suitable 
distance from the coast) . In addition : photographs along the coast-l ine 
at intervals of 50 km.  The object of  the latter photographs was to 
obtain lengthwise pictures of the coast l ine and coastal areas,  to be used,  
l ike the series photographs,  stereoscopic pairs in  the Zeiss Stereoplanigraph 
or  a s imi lar precision apparatus .  Desirable flying height was given as 
3000 metres. The a i r  camera, in the jo int  possession of the N S I U 
and  the Geographical Survey of Norway, was placed at the disposal 
of  the Lars Christensen expedit ion. The success of the expedition ,  and 
the results obtained, can be gathered from the account by Christensen : 
My last expedition to the  Antaretie 1 936- 1 937. A lecture delivered 
before the Norwegian Geographical Society, Sept. 22, 1 937. Oslo 1 938. 
In the period Jan .  1 6  to Febr. 6 ,  1 937 a total of 2200 photograms were 
taken covering a coast line of  abt .  2000 km between the m eridians 20° 
and 1 00° east of Greenwich .  Captain H .  E. H ansen was in charge of 
the working out of the results. N S I U  has frequently placed its planigraph 
at  the disp osa I for the work, and Luncke has carried out the main 
part of  the photogrammetric construction in  th is country. 
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Air photographs from Svalbard (or  East Greenland)  have been 
supplied to the fol lowing : 
1 937. Miss Louise A. Boyd, San Francisco 
N ord polh otel let  AlS (see p. 53) 
Dr. H. R i eche,  H olzminden 
Dr .  Ernst  H e rrm a n n ,  Berl i n  
1 938 Store N orske S p i tsbergen Kulkompani  A kti eselskap, Oslo 
N o rges Tekniske H øyskole ,  Trondh e i m  
N orges Landbrukshøyskole,  Ås 
Zeiss Aerotopogra p h ,  J ena 
Professor P . - L .  Me rcanton, Lausan n e  
A. R. Glen (Oxford U n i versity Arctic Expedit ion 1 935 -36) 
1 939. Profe ssor H .  W:son A h l m a n n ,  Stockholm ( East G re e n l a n d )  
A n d rew Croft and B r i a n d  Roberts, Cambridge.  
P rofessor A .  H e i n tz, U n i versity of Oslo 
Dr.  Wilhelm Dege,  M ii n ster- Westf. 
J e re m i  Wasi utyn s k i .  Vestre Aker  ( East Greenland)  
Professor Th.  Vogt, N o rges Tekniske H øysko l e ,  Trond h e i m  
Air photographs ,  ground photographs ,  and maps for use in books. 
papers, periodicals ,  and in the da i ly press h ave been del ivered freely. 
Glacier Studies in Norway. 
With coritri but ions from the Norwegian Govern ment  and  various 
N orwegian scient ific foundations the Un iversity Geographical  I n stitute 
and the N S I  U have since 1 927 pursued a study of the variation of 
certain glaci ers in  the j otunhe imen area and of glaeiers in N orth N orway .  
The topograph ers o f  the N S I U ,  w i th  the i r  great experience and  kn ow­
l edge of glacier surveys in Svalbard , have done very valuable work i n  
t he  mapping of the glaciers necessary for these studies .  The su rveyors 
have done this work in  their vacations .  The maps were drawn by 
G .  Scott- Ruud .  
The fol lowing maps  were printed i n  1 941 : 
l .  Tverråbreen 1 927.  jotunheimen. Målestokk l : 2 500. Ekvidistanse 
2 m. Organisasjon og ledelse .. Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs­
undersøkelser og Universitetets Geografiske Institutt. Stereofoto­
grammetri av A lfred Koller. Size : 30 x 36 cm . 
2. Tverråbreen 1 929 . . Stereo fotogrammetri. av A .  Koller. 
3. Tverråbreen 1 93 1 . Tachymetri av A .  Koller. 
4. Tverråbreen 1 932. Tachymetri av W. So lheim. 
5 .  Tverråbreen 1 935. Tachymetri av A. Koller. 
6. Tverråbreen 1 938. Stereo fotogrammetri av W. Solheim. 
Oversiktskart. Tverråbreen og Svellnosbreen . jotunheimen. Måle­
stokk l :  1 0 000. Ekvidistanse 10 m. Organisasjon og ledelse : Norges 
Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser og Universitetets Geografiske Institutt. 
Basismåling, triangulering og fotogrammetri 1 927 av A lfred Koller. 
Wilhelm Solheim og Bernhard Luncke. Size : 52.5 x 78.2 cm .  
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Svalbard Hunting Cabin. 
In 1 936 Mrs. Marie Ki l lengren Andersen of Tromsø presented a 
hunting cabin from Purpurdalen on  the west s ide o f  Wijdefj orden to 
the Norsk Sjøfartsmuseum (Norwegian Marit ime Museum) at  Bygdøy 
near Oslo.  The hut was bui l t  in 1 9 1 1 by the hunter Anton Eilertsen 
on beha lf  of  the Tromsø fi rm of Claus Andersen . Ei lertsen died in the 
hut  i n  the spring of  1 9 1 2. 1  The hut i s  one of  the most characterist ic 
hunting cabins of  Svalbard and bui l t  through out o f  d rift t im ber. I t  was 
taken down and with a l l  its belongi ngs removed to Norsk Sjøfarts­
museum by the expedit ion in August 1 936 (see Skrifter Nr. 73 p. 74) . 
The hut  was shown at the Hå logaland Exhibit ion in 1 94 1  (p .  50) , and then 
re-erected on the prern ises of  the museum .  (See Norsk Sjøfartsmuseum . 
Årsberetning for 1 94 1 .  Pp. 2-3. )  On the same occasion a Russian 
cross (cross of  St .  Andrews) was a lso brought home ,  from the m outh of 
Kartdalen on the west s ide of Wijdefjorden . The lenght of  the cross 
i s  3 .83 metres, i t  has  two bars, and the year 1 782 is  inscribed on i t .  
The wood was quite fresh and showed no sign of decay. These crosses 
were a lways to be found near the Russian hunting cabins ,  most of  w hich 
are from the 1 8th century. The cross which we brought home was 
the only one remain ing and it  was thus saved from destruction .  It is 
kept in  the office of  the N S I U .  
The International Exhibition o f  Polar Exploration. 
Bergen 1940. 
Plans for the arrangement of an I n ternat ional Polar Exhibit ion 
were put forward in  Bergen ,  N orway, in 1 938. The exhib i tion was to 
cover the fol lowing regions : The Arctic Ocean ; Green land ; jan Mayen ; 
Svalbard ; Frans j osef Land ; Nova ja  Zemlya ; Arctic America and Arctic 
Siberia ,  and the is lands lying off these regions ; the Antarctic conti nen t  
with the  surrounding seas  and the i r  is lands .  The exhibit ion was  to be 
managed by a Commissioner General  appoin ted by the Norwegian 
Govern ment, and the participat ing countries should each have its own 
Comm issioners appointed by the ir  respective Governments, accredi ted 
to be Com m issioner Genera l .  Severai com mi ttees were appointed .  H oel  
was  a mem ber o f  the H onorary Committee and  of  the  Norwegian 
Com mittee for Norway's pa rtic ipation in  the exhib i t ion .  H oel was a lso 
charged with the task of visi t ing a num ber of coun tries to seek the ir  
co-operation .  I n  N ovem ber and Decem ber 1 938, and j anuary and February 
1 939, he visited the fol lowing coun tries : Sweden , Den mark,  Germany ,  
l T h e  hut was orig inal ly  put up  a t  Krosspynten i n  W i j d e fjorden a n d  here E .  d ied . 
Late r the h ut was moved to P u r p u rdale n .  
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H olland, Belgium ,  England ,  France, Switzerland ,  I ta ly ,  and Monaco. 
In a l l  these countries he  found the  experts and Government  represen­
tatives keen ly  interested in  the com ing Polar exhibit ion , and he received 
binding assurances of participation from all these countries. H oe l  a lso 
d id much work in  the N orwegian participation commi ttee and for the  
organ ization of the exhibit ion . 
The outbreak of the War in September 1 939 put an end to a l l  
the p lans  for the Polar  Exhibit ion i n  1 940. 
Exhibitions. 
At the Vi kan ( " W e  can " )  Exhibition i n  Oslo in the summer of  
1 938 the NS I  U showed exhibi ts of  charts,  topograph ical and geological 
m aps, and a ir  photographs from Svalbard and East Greenland .  The 
exhibits included an  old Dutch map of  Spitsbergen ,  general map  on 
the scale of l :  2 mi l l . ,  map of survey fl ights l :  1 mi l l .  section of  con­
structed map south on H ornsund l :  50 000, series of a ir  photographs ,  
two coloured enlargements of  a i r  potographs ,  chart 503, geological map  
of Bear I sland l :  50 000 and  the  Brøgger peninsula l: 1 00 000 south of  
Kongsfj orden (Kings Bay) , three maps from East  Greenland on the 
scale of l :  1 00 000 : Geographical Societyøya,  jordan H il l ,  and C lavering­
øya (see publication by Lachmann ,  p. 7 1 ) . 
From Sept. 28 to Oct. 8, 1 938 The Fifth International Congress of 
Photogrammetry was held in  Rome and Florence. The offic ia l  repre­
sentatives of  Norway were Erling Bjørstad ,  section al  chief in  the Geo­
graphical Survey of  Norway ,  and Hoel ,  leader of  the N S I U .  The la tter 
institution exhib i ted m aps and photos from Svalbard and East Greenland.  
General  map of Svalbard I :  2 mi l l . ,  map showing survey fl ights on the 
scale of  1 :  1 mi l l . ,  sect ion of constructed map south of Hornsund 
1 : 50 000 ; series of a i r  photographs ,  two enlargements of a ir photo­
graphs 70 x 75 cm. After the ciosing of  the congress the exhibits were 
presented to Carl Zeiss in jena .  
The N S I U  exh ibi ted 3 maps at the Hålogaland Exhibition a t  the 
Colosseum i n  Oslo (May 1 6, -june 1 5 , 1 94 1 ) . One map showed the 
Arctic Ocean wi th the N orwegian fish ing grounds ,  another showed the  
Norwegian hunting areas in  Svalbard and East  Greenland and a lso  the  
seal ing grounds frequented by Norwegian sealers. On the  th ird map 
the Norwegian voyages of  exploration from Viking un t i l  recen t t imes 
were shown.  A hunting cabin fro m  Svalbard was also exhibited. 
A. Koller arranged th is  exhibit .  
The N S I U  exhibited a l arge map of  the Antarctic at  the Exhibition 
Normanna-folket at Skansen in Oslo (Sept. 6, 1 94 1 -0ct. 1 2, 1 94 1 ) . 
The routes of the N orwegian voyages of d iscovery were sh own on  
the  map .  The  NS I U also showed various photographs o f  Norwegian 
Antaretie pioneers. 
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Norwegian Ice-Breaker Committee. 
The possession of  an  powerfu l  ice-breaker would be of  great 
importance to Norwegian economic interests in  the Arctic regions ,  
particularly the exportation of coal from Svalbard and seal hunt ing.  
Proposals to that  effect were laid before the Norwegian  Government  
as ear ly  as 1 922 and 1 923 by H oel  and Otto Sverdrup, and the la tter 
accompanied the expedition to Svalbard in 1 923 to make a study of 
the ice and  navigat ion condit ions on the west coast of  Spitsbergen (see 
H oel ,  A.  The Norwegian Svalbard expeditions 1 906- 1 926. - Result . 
N orske Spitsbergeneksped . B .  I .  N r. 1 ,  p. 37 . )  
On the basis  of these studies and the experience gained tenders 
were invi ted from Brit ish and German shipyards for the building of 
an  ice-breaker of abt .  5000 tons dw., and 5000 h .  p .  The Government ,  
however, was  not ab le  to accept any of the  tenders received. 
The ice-breaker question was not  lost s ight o f, particular ly after the 
d ifficult  ice-year of  1 929. In 1 935 the Ministry of Commerce appointed 
a committee to s tudy the question .  The members were : Sigurd Scott­
H ansen , H arbour Director ; Com modore K. Østbye, Norwegian Navy ; 
and J ohan Anker, Civi l  Engineer and chairman of the board of  the 
Store N orske Spitsbergen Kulkompani  Aktieselskap. In  the same year 
the Committee visited Copenhagen ,  Goteborg, and Stockholm . 
I n  1 936 Hoel ,  with the approval of the Min istry of Trade ,  visited 
Fin land and Sweden from Febr. 20 to March 8 to study ice-breakers 
and ice-breaking in  those countries. He  accompanied the Finnish ice­
breakers " Tarm o "  and "J aakarhu "  when they were working in Finnish 
waters between H elsinki-Porkkala  and H ango. I n  Stockholm he col­
lected information about Swedish ice-breakers and their work in  Swedish 
waters.  Finn ish and Swedish authorities gave advice on the plan ned 
Norwegian ice-breaker. 
After the death of  Scott-H ansen in  April 1 937 Hoel was appointed 
member of  the committee .  
From Apr. 6 to 1 5 , 1 939 the committee v isited Svalbard in t h e  
" Fridtjof  Nansen " naval  coast  and fishery inspection vesse l .  The purpose 
of this voyage was to study the spring ice condit ions. 
From J une 1 0  to 1 7  H oel  and Østbye vis i ted H els inki  to study 
the Finnish ice-breakers and confer with Finnish experts. 
From March 7 to 2 1 ,  1 94 1 ,  Com modore Østbye and H oel again 
visited Sweden and Finland to study ice-breakers. They took part i n  
a cruise of  t he  recently completed Finnish ice-breaker " Sisu " in  the 
waters between Åbo and the Swedish coast. They were a lso on board 
the Swedish ice-breaker " y  mer"  on a cruise from Stockholm to Visby 
in  Gotland .  The ice condit ions were difficul t  and therefore the trip 
proved to be particul arly instructive to the members of the com mittee. 
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From March 1 5  to 1 9  Østbye and H oel were on  board the  Swedish 
ice-breaker " Gata Lejon " work ing  in Ore Sund.  H ere too the ice 
condit ions were d ifficult .  
Johan Anker,  member of  the committee, d ied in  October 1 940 and 
no  new member was appointed . Based on the experience gained and 
the inform ation col lected the com mittee had in December 1 939 subm itted 
its report on the bui ld ing of a Norwegian ice-breaker having a d is­
placement of 3300 tons dw.  and an engine power of 6000 h .  p. The 
War made it  impossible ,  however, to real ize th is  p lan .  
A report on the  development  of  the ice-breaker question in Norway 
in  being prepared .  
Antarctic Place-name Committee. 
On Jan .  20, 1 939, the Min istry of Commerce , on the in it iat ive of 
H oel ,  appointed a committee to deal with the  naming of Antarctic local i t ies .  
The com mittee consisted of  the fol lowing mem bers : H oel  (chairman) , 
Major  E. Bjørstad ,  Geograph ical Survey of Norway ; Captain H .  E .  
H ansen, l ate of the Geograph ical Survey and in  charge of the  working 
out of the a i r  survey photographs of  the  Lars Ch ristensen expedit ion 
1 936-37 ; and Chr. P.  Reusch , Secretary, Norwegian Foreign Office. 
The committee had to deal with the new names on the maps 
surveyed by the Lars Christensen expedition and they a lso had to 
examine a l l  the  names occurring on Antarctic maps publ ished in  
Norway. The  names were registered and d iscussed ,  and an accepted 
form was agreed upon to be used on the Norwegian maps. The prin­
ciples fol lowed were those la  id down in the Svalbard place-name paper 
publ ished by the N S I U  (The Place-names of Svalbard, Skr. Svalbard 
og Ishavet. Nr. 80, Oslo 1 942.) 
Professor Carl Marstrander was engaged as col laborator and he 
applied place-names to sites i n  the  area between 62° and 64° Lat . East ,  
and also th roughout the  area covered by the name of I ngrid Christen sen . 
H e  further supplem ented the  old set o f  place-names in some area s 
previously mapped by Norwegians .  I n  a l l  250 sites received names .  
The names were given after a thorough study of  the ava i lab le  maps 
and photographs in order to get a satisfactory and characteristic name 
of  each local i ty .  Personal names were as a rule not entered .  The work 
was fin ished in  the  beginning of 1 943. 
A t  the request ( in May 1 939) o f  The Permanent Comm ittee on 
Geograph ical Names, ca re of the Royal Geograph ical Society, London,  a l l  
Antarctic place-names to be found in  the Skrifter of  the N orwegian whal ing 
Council were examined and an official Norwegian form was g iven to names 
by Norwegian authors. Where a question o f  priority of a N orwegian and 
foreign name arose, the committee a l so  de alt w i th  th is point .  
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Arktisk Næringsdrift A/S. 
The company A rktisk Næringsdrift AlS ( " Arct ic I ndustry and 
Trade " )  was  forrned on june  24 ,  1 929 for the purpose o f  carry i ng  out  
hunting and  min ing  in  Arct ic region s and activit ies in  connect ion there­
wi th .  The  share capita l  was 37 750 Kr .  i n  1 5 1  fu l ly-paid shares o f 
250 kr .  each . Later the share capita I has been increased to 45 250 kr .  
The company was registered at the Oslo Trade Register on Oct. 1 7 , 
1 929. Kr .  Fr.  Brøgger is cha i rman of  the  board , and from 1 933 the  
N S I U has  kept  the accounts, H oe l  be ing man ager of  the  company .  
In  the period 1 936-4 1 the compan y has had 7 men  winter ing in  East 
Greenland ( including a wireless ope rator) .  The h unti ng  stat ions were 
Myggbukta,  Hoelsbu ,  Humboldt and Revet .  
In 1 940 the  re l i e f  ship " Veslekar i " was seized (see p . 35) , and 
in  1 94 t the  rel i e f  ship " Buskø " was a lso captured (see p .  37) . 
Nordpolh otellet A /S (North Pole Hotel) . 
The coal company in Ny-Ålesund ,  Kongsfjorden (Kings Bay Kul 
Comp. AlS) ,  whose m ines had been d isused si nce t 929, carried out ,  
on a smal l  sca le ,  the  sale of  picture post-ca rds ,etc. to the tourists com i n g  
ashore fro m the  steamers ca l l i ng  a t  N y-Ålesund .  H oel suggested an  
increase of th i s  activi ty, a nd  in  t h e  summer of  1 935 t h e  Norwegian Society 
for H ome Industries sent two persons to N y-Ålesund with va r ious 
a rt ic les .  Th is  attempt met  with some success ,  and  i n  1 936 a tr ia l  was 
made to run a sma l l  h otel for tou rists i n  N y-Ålesund at  Kongsfj orden ,  
using some of the  houses of  the coal com pany'. Hoe l  was  the in it iator 
o f  this hotel in terpr ise ,  and  the manageress o f  the hotel was Mrs. Laura 
Borge n .  From the Norwegian Society for H ome I ndustries a num ber 
of a rt ic les  (souvenirs) were sold to the  passengers of tourist steamers 
ca l l ing at N y-Ålesund .  
The next  sum m er ( 1 937) the ho te l  en terprise was  fi nanced by the 
Bergen sh ipowner j acob Kjøde .  On J u ne 22, 1 938 a com pany ,  Nordpol­
hotellet AlS, was forrn ed with a share capita l  of 20 000 Kr. I n  add i tion ,  
the  Norwegi a n  State gave a con tr ibut ion o f  1 5 000 K r . and  a loan o f  
20 000 Kr .  The  accounts of  the  company a re kept by the  office of the 
N S I U .  This  northernm ost hotel  in  t he  world aroused considerable 
in terest and severai  art ic les about i t  appea red in  the internat iona l  press. 
In 1 940 the hotel could not be kept runn ing owing to the War. 
In 1 94 1  the fi rst boat o f  the K ings Bay Kul Comp. AfS arrived on 
May 7 wi th  men and mater ia l  for the  reopen ing  of  m i n ing  operat ions . 
On Aug. 1 5  wireless co m m unicat ions  were in terrupted and on Sept .  9 
a Briti sh  b roadcast announced th e evacuation o f  a l l  persons in N y­
Ålesund to a Brit ish port .  
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Nature Protection. 
Adolf Hoel was a lso in the period president of the Landsforbundet 
for Naturfredning i Norge (Association for the Protection of Na ture in  
Norway) . As many questions pertain ing to  nature protection are o f  
i mportance also t o  Svalbard,  and  as t he  activity of  the Association i s  
considered to be  of general interest t o  t he  pub l ic ,  t h e  Ministry o f  
Commerce ha s  permitted the Association t o  have its office and  archives 
on the prernises of the N S I  U, and to receive the necessary clerical 
assistance there. 
The Association receives a yearly grant from the State . 
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Budgett· i n n st .  S. nr .  97 ; Forh . i St . ,  s. 544 . 
Myggbu kta og Torgi lsbu  rad iostasj o n e r  på øst- G rø n l a n d .  St .  Forh . 1 939 : St. prp.  n r .  1 ,  
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1 940. 
N o rges Svalbard- og Ishavs-u n d e rsøkelser .  St. Forh.  1 94 0 : St. prp. n r. I ,  kap .  535 ; 
B udgett- i n nst. S. n r. 1 04 .  
Myggbukta o g  Torgi l s b u  radiostasjoner .  S t .  Forh . 1 940 : S t .  prp.  n r .  1 ,  kap.  5 4 6 ; Bud­
gett- i n nst .  S. nr .  1 05. 
Every year : O m  Svalbardb udgettet (St.  prp. nr. 1 ) . 
S i n c e  Apri l  9, 1 940 no Stort ing  Pa pers h ave b e e n  issued .  
Errata and Addenda. 
Adolf Hoel : The Norwegian Svalbard Expedition 1 906- 1 926. 
Oslo 1 929. - Resultater av de norske stats understøtte de Spitsbergen­
ekspedisjoner. (Skrifter om Svalbard og Ishavet). B. I. Nr. 1 .  
Page 3 7 : Line 1 3  from below,  for Elias Kjær read Erl ing  Kjær.  
5 7 : » 6 from above , for j acob read j akob. 
» : 2 1  below,  for 1 9 1 9  read 1 920 .  
59 : » 1 5 above,  for 1 60 read 250 .  
64 : Bj ØRS ET . For SOLBERG read S O E L B E R G .  D .  Febr .  2 ,  1 93 7 .  
» :  BLEKU M .  D .  Apr. 25 ,  1 944. 
» 65 : GRAA R U D .  D .  Febr. 25, J 945 .  
» :  H A G E R U P, JO H A N .  For 1 9 1 8 read 1 924 .  
» » :  H E N I E .  From l 943 head-master (Rektor) of Hamar lærerskole. 
» :  HORNEMAN.  D .  Jan .  28, 1 945 .  
66 : I N D R E B Ø .  D .  Aug.  4 ,  1 942 .  
» :  ]SACHSEN.  D .  Dec .  1 9 , 1 939 .  
» :  KlÆR.  D .  Oet. 3 1 ,  1 93 1 .  
» » :  Lous.  D .  Sept.  24, 1 94 1 .  
» » :  LY NGE . D .  jan .  28,  1 942 .  
» 6 7 : MARSTRA N D E R .  D .  j an .  l ,  l Y36 .  
» » NANSEN.  D .  May 1 3 , 1 930.  
» :  R ESVO L L- H o L M S E N .  D .  March 1 3 , 1 943.  
» :  SCH ETELI G .  D. Oet. 1 7 , 1 935 .  
» 68 : STAXRUD,  ARVE . D .  Apr. 4,  1 933.  
» :  SVERD R U P .  D .  N ov. 26 ,  1 930 .  
» » :  THORKELSEN.  D .  A p r .  9 ,  1 940 .  
» :  BACK L U N D .  For H ELGE read H E LGE GOTR I K .  
» :  BODYLEWSKY.  For W .  J .  read WITA Llj IWANOWI C H .  
» 69 : L I N D . D .  Oet .  4 ,  1 939 .  
» » RABOT . D .  Febr.  l ,  1 944.  
SOKOLOW. For D .  N .  read D I M ITR lj N I KOLAI EVI C H .  
Report o n  the Activities o f  Norges Svalbard- o g  Ishavs-undersøkelser 
1 92 7 - 1 936. Oslo 1 937. - Skrifter om Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 73.  
Page 1 0 :  Line 1 0  from above,  for Commander O .  G. W illoch , etc .  read 
Commander O.  I .  Willoch was i s  command of the " Michael Sars " 
with Lieutenant T. Sundt as second in command and Lieutenant  
G. Køste as th ird officer.  
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Page 1 0 :  Line 1 6  from below, add Oceanographical work was carried out  
as far north as 80° N by K jær  and Sundt .  
» 1 8 :  Line 4 from above, After Vogt was also on  board add The 
hydrographic surveyor Vogt also carried out all the oceano­
graph ical observat ions .  
» 1 9 :  Line 1 O from above , for The hydrographic surveyor . . .  engaged 
read The hydrographic surveyor, Lieutenant Rolf  Kjær, who i n  
1 928 h a d  been granted temporary leave from Norges Sjøkartverk, 
was now engaged .  
» 45 : Line 1 7- 1 9  from below,  for The hydrographer etc .  read The 
hydrographic surveyor, Rolf  Kjær, completed the chart S .  6 :  
N orge -Svalbard , southern sheet : Frå Andfjorden og Varangen 
t i l  Bjørnøya, and also prepared Chart S .  5 :  Norge-Svalbard , 
northern sheet : Frå Bjørnøya t i l  Isfjorden , Storfjorden og Hopen,  
both on the same scale ,  v iz .  1 :  750 000 ( in  Lat .  N 74° 30') .  
:> 46 : Lin e  1 9  from above, for Kjær, etc. read Kjær made a sketch 
survey of  the landing at Kapp Li nne .  
46 : l as t  l ine ,  for Jacksonøya etc. , page 4 7 ,  fi rst l ine  to " ran ashore " 
read Jacksonøya and the coastal waters down to Kapp Broer 
Ruys. Rolf Kjær with the " Polarbjørn " carried out soundings 
at Kapp Hold with Hope and off the coast  between Kapp Herschel 
and Bontekoe as far east as the drift- ice permitted . He further made 
some soundings in  Antarctichamna and localized the  reef  near 
the head of  Alpfjorden , where the " Polarbjørn " had grounded .  
» 47 : Line 6 from above, after Peterbukta add The astronomical de-
terminations were on ly carri ed out in  connection with the de­
termination of  the magnetie variation at points on the coast 
between Antarctichamna and Peterbukta . 
» 53 : Lin e  6-7,  for to go to Turkey . . .  service .  read to go to 
Turkey, as he  had been engaged by the Turkish Govern ment  
as a technical adviser under the reorganisation  of  the Hydro­
graphic  Office in  Ankara. 
» 59 : Line 1 8  from below, after chart add S. 1 1 . 
» 70 : Line 2 from below, for Måkefjel let  read Måkeberget. 
:. 73 : Line  2 1  from above, for Hold with Hope read Kapp Broer 
Ruys. 
» » : Line 25  from above, after used.  add Determination o f  the 
magnetic variat ion was carried out by Kjær at points on the 
coast between Antarctichamna and Peterbukta. 
» 7 6 : Lin e  5 from above,  for Kjær read Erl ing Kjær. 
» 7 7 : Line 7 from below,  after von Krogh add and Vogt. 
» 7 7 : Line 1 1  from below, from I n  1 928 etc. read I n  1 9 28 Rolf Kjær 
in  the l i feboat of " Michael Sars " sounded the coastal waters of  
Bjørnøya. 
» » : Line 3 from below, for Kjær read Rolf  Kjær.  
» 7 8 : Line 2 from above,  for Kjær read Rolf  Kjær.  
» 78 : Lin e  1 7 from above,  for. I n  1 930 . . . Sør kapp. read I n  1 928 
Rolf  Kjær and T.  Sundt  made 6 oceanographical sections  i n  
Bjørnøya a n d  Spitsbergen waters. I n  1 929 Fr. Vogt m a d e  4 sec­
t ions in the same waters, in  1 930 Kjær again made 5 ,  and in 
1 93 1  one section in  the waters of Bjørnøya. 
» 80 : Line 6 from above,  for Hydrographic Survey of Norway read 
Hydrograph ic  Office of Norway. 
Page 
:> 
» 
» 
» 
» 
:o 
» 
» 
» 
» 
» 
1 928 
1 929 
80 : 
87 : 
94 : 
9 6 : 
» 
» 
» 
97 : 
9 9 : 
» 
1 1 0 :  
1 1 1  : 
1 1 3 :  
1 1 4 : 
Line 7 from above, for 1 937  read 1 936 .  
Line  1 3  from below, for 1 925  read 1 924.  
BØHMER. For Commander read Captain .  
I NDREBØ. For Lud wig read Ludvig.  D .  Aug. 4 ,  1 942 .  
KJÆR, E.  For Captain read Commander. 
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KJÆR ,  R.  Line 5 ,  after 1 930 add 1 93 1 ,  1 932 .  Line  6 ,  for 1 935 
read 1 933. 
KULLMANN. D.  july 9 ,  1 942 .  
KøsTE. Line 2-3,  delete and  . . . waters. 
Mlinster. D. March 1 0 , 1 938. 
Vogt,  Fr. D .  Sept.  26 ,  1 942 .  
Wil loch .  D .  Apr .  9 ,  1 9 40. 
Line 1 3  from above,  for terrestrically read terrestrially. 
» 4 » » » » 
» 
Line 1 1  from below, for 2 floating  spar-buoys read I floating 
spar-buoy. 
In table 1 4 . Oceanographical Work, insert under Svalbard : 
Section Stat ions Sets of  observation 
Rolf  Kj ær, T.  S un d t, H .  M .  S .  M i chael  Sars I 6 I 4 1  383 Fr.  Vogt M. C B l u e  J acket 4 5 1  
L i n e  8 for Bjørnøya-Sørkapp (section) read l .  
LI S T S  A N D  TA B L E S  
1 .  Members and Collaborators o f  the Expeditions 
sent out by Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 1 937- 1 94 1 .  
The fol lowing l ist contains  n ames a n d  professions o f  those w h o  have 
been on the staff the expeditions i n  1 937- 1 94 1  and also of  scient ific 
col laborators n ot taking part i n  the expeditions .  The year of  birth and death 
and year of participation i n  the expedit ions are given . 
N o r w e g i a n .  
Aaseth , Sverre , b .  1 89 9 .  Wireless operator and meteorological observer 
Torgi lsbu 1 937-38. 
Askhei m ,  Thor,  b .  1 889 ,  Topographic surveyor, N orges Svalbard- og Ishavs­
undersøkelser. Topographic surveyor Svalbard (Hopen)  1 939 .  
Baash uus-jessen , johannes ,  b .  1 88 7 ,  d .  1 94 5 ,  H erdbook Registrar. Author 
of Meddelelser Nr.  28,  36 .  
Barca, Emi l  Ton i ,  b .  1 888, Lektor at Akers komm .  gymnasium.  Examin ­
ation of zoological material .  
Bogstrand ,  Olav,  b .  1 888.  Skipper of  SIS " Veiding"  South- East Greenland 
(Torgilsbu ) 1 938 . 
Botten ,  Kristian Odd, Lieutenant of the Reserve, N orwegian N avy,  b. 1 9  I O .  
S h i p ' s  officer and  assistant hydrographic  surveyor S v a l b a r d  waters 
1 939 .  
Brandal , johan Petersen , b .  1 888. Skipper of S IS  " V eslekari " 1 940.  
Bradley, Jacob. Wireless operator N orth - East Greenland 1 94 1 .  
Christofferse n ,  H arald ,  b.  1 909 .  Wireless operator Svalbard 1 938 .  
Dah l ,  Ei l i f, b .  1 9 1 6 . Exami nation o f  botan ical material .  
Devold , Hallvard , b .  1 898.  Secretary (from Oct .  g, 1 940), Norges Svalbard­
og Ishavs-undersøkelser. Leader N orth · East Greenland 1 9 4 1 .  
Eggesv ik ,  Ragnar, b .  1 90 7 .  Wireless operator and meteorological observer 
Torgi lsbu 1 936-3 7 ,  1 938-39, 1 939-40. 
Engeset, Sivert, b .  1 89 5 ,  Skipper of M/C " Brandal " Sou th - East Greenland 
(Torgi lsbu) 1 93 7 .  
Fidjeland,  Tom ,  b.  1 9  I O ,  Wireless operator and  m eteorological observer 
Torgi lsbu 1 940 . 
Giæver, john Schjelderup,  b. 1 90 I ,  Secretary, N orges Svalbard- og Ishavs­
undersøkelser. Leader North - East Greenland 1 93 7 ,  1 938, 1 93 9 ,  1 940 .  
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Grinaker, Peder Anton , b .  1 883 ,  Geodesist ,  Geographical  Survey of N orway . 
Geodeti c computati ons . 
Grin i ,  Magnus,  b. 1 902 .  Bui ld ing  contractor Torgi lsbu 1 938 .  
Grin i ,  Rolf, b .  1 904.  Bui ld ing  contractor Torgi lsbu 1 938,  1 939 .  
Hamre ,  Martin ,  Sub-Lieutenant  of the Reserve, l Air  Arm of the N orwegian 
Army ,  b .  1 9 1 2 , d .  25/1 0  1 943.  Flight pilot Svalbard 1 938.  
Hannestad ,  Hoiger Eri k,  b .  1 9 1 5 . Wireless operator and m eteorological 
observer Myggbukta 1 9 40.  
Haug,  Henry Georg,  b .  1 90 7 .  Wireless operator and  meteoroological 
observer Myggbukta 1 936- 3 7 .  
Heintz ,  Anatol , b .  1 898, Professor of  Palæontology i n  t h e  Un iversity o f  
Oslo .  Examinat ion of  fi s h  fossi ls .  
H esse n ,  El ias ,  b .  1 894 .  Skipper of SIS " Buskø " 1 94 1 .  
Hide ,  Bernt Gustav, b .  1 89 1 . Skipper of MIC " Grande " South- East Green­
land  (Torgi lsbu)  1 939 .  
H i orth , Alf  Kristian , b .  1 9 1 3 , d .  28/8 1 9 44.  Wireless operator and meteorological 
observer Torgi lsbu 1 940.  
Hoel , Adolf ,  b .  1 87 9 ,  Professor of Polar Geography in  the U n iversity of  
Os lo ,  Director of N orges Svalbard - og Ishavs-undersøkelser. Leader 
Svalbard 1 938 .  
Hoff, Harald ,  b .  1 9 1 2 . Wireless operator and meteorological observer Tor­
gilsbu 1 939-40. 
Holm, Johan , b .  1 9 1 0 . Wireless operator and meteorologicJ.1 observer Mygg­
bu kta 1 937-38.  
Horn , Gunnar,  b.  1 894 ,  Geologist ,  N orges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser.  
Coal survey Svalbard 1 938.  
Knaben , Ni ls ,  b .  1 89 7 ,  Curator at Bergen s  Museum.  Examination of zoo­
logical  material .  
Kolsrud , N iels Oluf, b .  1 88 5 ,  d .  1 945 .  Professor of  Ecc1esiast ical  H istory 
i n  the University of Oslo.  Adviser on q uestions concerning  the  
h istory of Greenlan d .  
Krogh , Captain R o l f  von , N orwegian N avy,  b .  1 87 2 .  Svalbard 1 937 ,  Skipper 
and  hydrographic surveyor Svalbard 1 938,  Leader hydrographic  ex­
pedit ion Svalbard 1 939 ,  Leader South- East Greenland (Torgi l sbu) 1 940 .  
Køste , Olav Gabriel  L indtner ,  Commander ,  Norwegian Navy,  b .  1 899 .  
Commander of  "N ord kapp " and hydrograph ic  surveyor Svalbard 
waters 1 939 .  
Lassen - Urdah l ,  K je l l  Stu b ,  Sub- Lieutenan t  of  the  Reserve ,  A i r  Arm of  the 
N orwegian Navy ,  b .  1 9 1 0 . Fl ight  pi lot  Svalbard 1 938.  
Lid ,  Johannes ,  b .  1 886 ,  Curator at the  Botan ical Museum of the U n iversity 
of Oslo.  Examinat ion of botanical materia l .  
Luncke ,  Bernhard , b .  1 894 ,  Topograph ic  surveyor, Norges Svalbard- og 
I shavs-undersøkelser.  Survey leader and a ir  ph otographer Svalbard 1 938 .  
l = " v p l .  fe nr ik" .  
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Lyngaas , Reidar, Lieutenant of the Reserve , N orwegian Navy b. 1 9 1 0 . 
Hydrographic surveyor N orges Svalbard- og I shavs-undersøkelser from 
Oct .  I ,  1 93 7 .  Ship ' s  officer Sval bard 1 938,  H ydrographic surveyor 
Svalbard 1 939 .  
Lynge, Bernt Arne,  b .  1 884,  d .  1 942 ,  Professor o f  Botany in  the University 
of Oslo. Examination of l ichens .  
Marø,  Kristoffer, b .  1 884. Skipper of  M/C " Polarbjørn " N orth- East Green 
lan d (Myggbukta) 1 93 7 ,  1 938, 1 939 .  
N icolaisen , Karl , b .  1 907 .  Skipper of  M/C " Ringsel " South- East Greenland 
(Torgi lsbu) 1 940.  
Omang, Simen Oscar Fredrik ,  b .  1 868.  Exami nation of  botan ical material . 
Orvi n ,  Anders Kristian ,  b. 1 889 .  Geologist ,  Norges Sval bard- og Ishavs­
undersøkelser. Working up geological material . 
Robøle,  Olav,  b .  1 908,  Electrical engineer. Torgi lsbu 1 938.  
Rogstad , Egi l , b .  1 908. Wireless operator and meteorological observer 
Myggbukta 1 938-39.  
Romnæs ,  Ni l s , Lieutenant of  the Reserve, Air Arm of the Norwegian Army, 
b.  1 902 ,  d .  6/10 1 943.  Flight leader and wireless operator Svalbard 1 938 .  
Scholander, Per  Fredri k ,  b .  1 905 ,  Ph. D .  Examination of  botanical m ateria l .  
Scott- Ruud,  Gunnar ,  b .  1 89 7 ,  Artist painter. Drawing of topographical maps .  
From N ov .  1 936 .  
Skaanevik ,  Andreas,  b .  1 9 1 3 . Wireless operator and meteorological observer 
Myggbu kta 1 939-40. 
Solheim ,  Wilhelm , b .  1 890 ,  Topographic surveyor N orges Svalbard- og 
Ishavs-undersøkelser. Svalbard 1 93 9 .  
Soot- Ryen ,  Tron ,  b .  1 896 ,  Curator at Tromsø Museum. Examination of  
zoological materia l .  
Strand ,  Andreas, b .  1 89 5 ,  Secretary, Board of Telegraphs,  Oslo.  Examin -
ati on o f  zoological  m ateri a l .  
Strandrud , Hans .  Fl ight m echanic Svalbard 1 938 .  
Størmer, Per ,  b .  1 907 .  Examination of botanical materia l .  
Vartdal ,  Hroar Kaare, b .  1 903 .  Librarian and bibl iographical assistance 
1 937-42 .  
F o r e i g n . 
Frebold ,  H ans ,  b. 1 899 ,  Professor of geology and palæontology i n  the 
Un iversity of Gre i fswald .  Exami nation of  palæontological m ateria l .  
Osterm ann ,  H other Bertel Simon , b .  1 87 6 ,  Parson in  Greve, Denmark.  
Editor of N orwegian Greenland d iaries and descriptions (be fore 1 8 1 4) .  
Stol l ,  El isabeth , Germany.  Exam ination of  palæontological m ateria l .  
Leaders of expediti ons  Year  or  capta i n s  of  ships 
1 937 Engeset 
G i æver, Marø 
1 938 Bogstrand 
G i æver, Marø 
Hoel ,  v .  K rogh 
1 939 H id e  
G i æver,  Marø 
v .  K rogh 
Solheim 
Askhei m 
1 940 v. K rogh 
G i æver,  Brandal 
1 94 1  Devold,  H essen 
1 942 No expedit ion I 1 943 - . -1 944 - . -
2 .  Vessels and Members. 
Vessels 
M/S B randal  
M/S Polarbjørn 
SIS Vei d i n g  
MIS Polarbj ørn 
SIS H aug I I I  
M/C Grande 
M/C Polarbjørn 
H. M .  S.  Nordkapp 
- . -
M/C Maiblomsten 
M/C Ringsæl 
SIS Vesle  kari  
SIS Buskø 
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4. Office Personnei. 
Topogra p h i c  H y d r o .  Other  
Year  Leader  Secretary Geologists surveyors a n d  graphie  o ffi c e  Total  
d rafts m e n  surveyor perso n n e F  
1 937- 38 l 1 2 4 l 4 I 1 3  
1 938-39 1 1 2 4 l 4 1 3  
1 939 -40 l l 2 4 l 4 1 2  
1 940-4 1 l l 2 4 l 4 1 3  
1 94 1 -42 1 - 2 4 1 4 1 2  
1 942-43 l I - 2 I 4 l I 4 1 2  1 943 - 44 l - 2 4 l 3 (43) 1 1  ( 1 2) 
5. Instruments. 
Air Survey Camera. 
Size 
Obj ect ive Focal  
Year Firm Type N o .  l e n gth cm I A p e rture Type c m  
1 939 zeiss-AerotopograPh, 1 R M K  S 1 8 1 8  3642 1 1 8 x 1 8  Zeiss  orth o- I l :  4.5 1 20.403 
J e n a '  m e tar 
In the autumn of  1 94 1  the stereoplanigraph was modernised.  The 
expenses were shared by NSIU and N o r g e s  G e o g r a f i s k e  O p p m å l i n g .  
6. Astronomical Stations. 
N on e .  
7 .  Base Lines. 
M e a s u red with l nvar w i re u n d e r  a tension o f  1 0  k i logram mes .  
Year  Situat i o n  
�w 
Measured by Length in m 
1 939 V e l k omstpyn t e n  S o l h e i m  
l The hyd rogra p h i c  surveyor absen t  ( m i l i tary service) .  
2 I n c l u d i n g  res i d e n t  vaktmester (caretaker).  
3 From 20/1 2 1 943.  
998.6496 
Average e rror 
o f  three 
measureme n ts 
I ± 0.0025 
• J o i n t  purchase by N S I U  a n d  N G O  to replace t h e  camera N o. 46467 (se e Skrifter 
Nr. 73 p. 1 05) d estroyed by fi re on Sept.  1 7, 1 939. 
Year 
1 938 
1 939 1 
64 
8. Determination of Mean Sea Level for the Computation of Altitudes. 
Year I 
1 939 
1 939 
1 939 
1 939 
Locality 
Velkom stpynten 
Mosselbukta 
Sorgfjorden 
Koefoedodden,  Hopen 
M ethod of measurements 
Water l evel  readi ngs i n  1 1/4 days 
2 ' /4 » 
1 ' /2 » 
1 2  hours 
9. Methods used by the Topographical Survey. 
Observer 
W. Solheim 
T h .  A skhe i m  
T h e  same m ethods were used and th e reader i s  referred t o  Skrifter 
Nr. 73, pp .  1 07-08. 
1 0. Details of Topographical Field Work. 
E -B Trig. stations .� rn Photogr. Air photo- -'< Area mapped rn ..: with photo- grammetri c i n  sq.  k m  rn E ... sea stati ons ., ::l C r:: Work c rn Topographic  grams ., N u mber of ._ ro 2 N um b e r  of  o OJJ ., N umber of 'a -;::: ., .- o 
E rn .o g E Photo· s urveyors c - -E o E rn ..c  o c rn ..c Terre- graphs lfJ . 0- ., o 
Series I ��aO!Os- c u) b.o  '00 Trig. Photo- .� ... ..c ._ Sta- Photo- ... strial  from u - .;;; ro c lfJ st. ... ::l ro ro t ions  o ., the a ir  � grams f-o o f-o Ui  grams U U ...l 
I 1 - I  Ah!. Luncke - - - - - 40 2 1 80 - - 25 000 
Solheim 1 3 1 5  1 00 I 1 4  - I - - - - 4 1 00 1 . -
Hopen. 
1 939 1 Askheim 1 3 1 20 1 58 1 7 1 28 1 5 1 1 0  1 - 1 9 1 20 1 1 0  1 
S u m m a r y  o f  T o p o g r a p h i c a l  F i e l d  W o r k .  
y,:-r 
Area i n  s q .  k m  
Region 
Terrestrial Photographed 
mapping 1 from the a ir  
1 906- 1 926 I Svalbard 1 8 083 1 928 -- 1 936 560 40 000 
1 938 I 2& 000 1 939 10 
1 906- 1 939 I Svalbard 1 8 653 65 000 1 929- 1 933 N orth - East Greenland 9 200 30 000 
1 906 - 1 939 1 Total 27 853 95 000 
l I n c1uded in t h e  a ir-surveyed areas, as the methods supplement  each other. 
1 1 . Topographically Surveyed Areas. 
Surveying Year Exped i t i o n s  A r e a  Staff 
Svalbard. 
1 938 Hoel  2 1 80 a i r  photos  mainly  o f  N ord­
austlandet,  but  a lso o f  Kong 
Kar ls  Land,  W s i d e  o f  H i n ·  
l o p e nstr.  a n d  of  what rem a i n e d  
i n  t h e  N part o f  Vestspi ts­
b e rgen.  
L u n cke 
Romnæs 
Lasse n ­
U rdahl  
H a m re 
1 939 Sol h e i m  G e o d e t i c  and  topograph i c  work  
i n  t h e  n orth ern part  of  V e st­
spi tsbergen betwe e n  R a u d ­
f jorden and H i n l openstr. 
Hopen ( H ope Is land) .  
1 939 I A s k h e i m  Topograph i c  work i n  the S part I Askh e i m  o f  t h e  i sl a n d .  
1 2. Hydrographically Surveyed Areas. 
Year F i eld Hydrographie  Ships officers su rv eyors 
I 
1 939 Coastal waters from Rolf v.  K rogh G L .  Køste 
Fjerdebre e n ,  Magda- R e i dar Lyngaas Kr. O .  Botten 
lene fj ord e n ,  Sørgatte t, 
Smeerenb urgfjorden 
to Danskegattet. The 
o p e n  sea : westwards 
to l O" l O ' and from 
Fjerdebreen to A m ster-
damøya 1790 50' N) 
65 
Area mapped 
sq. km 
Terres· 1 From 
trial Jy the air  
l O  
--
Su rveyed 
areas 
sq . km 
850 
Ab!.  
25 000 
Echo-
sounding 
Naut.miles 
245 
S u m m a r y  o f  H y d r o g r a p h i c a l l y  S u r v e y e d  A r e a s .  
1 907- 1 925 
1 928- 1 936 
1 939 
1907 - 1 939 
Svalbard 
Svalbard and N orth- East G re e n l a n d  
Sval bard 
Total 
1 6 1 96.68 
92 284.20 
850.00 
1 09 330.88 
5 
66 
Year 
1 937 
1 938 
1 938 
1 938 
1 938 
1 939 
1 939 
1 939 
1 3. Beacons, Lights, and Wireless Stations. 
Beacon 
Location Light N ame 
Wireless  stat ion 
Revneset, Isfjord e n  Floating sparbuoy 
Fosterneset Beacon 
Gråhuken - . -
Verlegenhuken - , -
N y-Ålesund Floating sparbuoy 
Mesteinane,  Sørgattet Cairn 
Perskj eret, , - . -
Danskeneset,  Danskøya - ), -
1 4. Oceanographic Work. 
No oceanographic  work was undertaken in the period .  
1 5. Number of Expeditions 1 906 - 1 94 1 .  
Svalbard 1 906 - 1 926 ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 1  
Sval bard 1 928-- 1 936 2 • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  1 2  
Svalbard 1 938- 1 939 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4 
Svalbard and Frans J o ; e f  Land 1 929- 1 930 . . . . . . .  2 
N orth- East Greenland 1 929 - 1 94 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13  
South- East Greenland 1 93 1 - 1 940 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I l  
Davis Strait 1 935 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . l 
Total 64 
Built  by 
v. Krogh 
H oel  
- . -
- » -
- » -
Lyngaas 
- » -
- )10 -
1 6. Number o f  Photographs Taken by the Staff o f  Norges 
Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser. 
Svalbard and Frans J osef  Land North- East and South-East Greenland 
Photos for Photos for Ph otos for Photos for 
-
Year surveyi ng oth er purposes Year surveying other purposes 
1 906- 1 936 1 3 546 ' 4 60 1  1 929- 1 933 
Svalbard 
1 938 I 2 1 80 I 2 1 1 1 939 1 68 62 
1 938- 1 939 I 2 348 I 273 
1 906- 1 939 I 1 5 894 I 4874 
Grand Total 1906- 1939 : 26 448. 
, See Nr. 1 of thi s  publication seri es.  
2 See Nr. 73. 
3 904 1 776 
3 lncluding 47 photos from sea stations (Koller 1 936) not i n cluded i n  the figure 
given i n  Skrifter Nr. 73. 
1 7. Papers and Maps Published 1 / \ 1 937-3°/6 1 944. 
Pa pers I � u����s I Pages I Plates 
Skri fter om Svalbard og Ishavet and Skrifter, 20 1 932 
N orges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser, 
Nr. 68-87 
Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 23 1 066 
Meddelelser N r. 36-55, 57-59 
1 937- 1 944 1 
1 9 1 1 - 1 936 
43 
1 1 8 1 2998 1 6 1 09 
Total 191 1 - 1944 I 161  1 9107 I 
Maps and Charts. 
Charts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2 
Maps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  8 
(See pp. 7 1 -72.) 
1 36 
3 
1 39 
58 1 
720 
Maps I 
1 4  
8 
22 
99 
121  
67 
Text-
figures 
1 85 
67 
252 
1 036 
1288 
I n  the period \ / \ 1 937-30/6 1 944 the fol lowi ng papers have been 
published : 
I n  the series Skrifter :  
N r. 6 8 .  Frebold ,  H . ,  u n d  E .  Stol l .  Das Festungsprofil a u f  Spitzbergen .  I l l .  
Stratigraphie u n d  Fauna des Jura u n d  der Unterkreide.  1 937 .  
» 6 9 .  Frebold ,  H ans .  Das  Festungsprofil auf  Spitzbergen .  IV.  D ie  Brach io­
poden- und Lamell ibranchiaten fauna des Oberkarbons und Unter­
perrn s .  1 93 7 .  
» 70.  D a h l ,  Ei l i f, B .  Lynge, and P. F .  Scholander. Lichens from South­
east Greenland.  1 937 .  
» 7 1 .  1 .  Knaben , Ni ls .  Zool . Res .  N orw. Se.  Exp .  to East-Greenland .  V I .  
Makrolepidopteren a u s  Nordostgron land .  2 .  Barca, Emil .  Mi krolepi­
dopteren aus Nordostgronlan d .  1 937 .  
» 7 2 .  Heintz, A .  Die  Downtonischen und Devonischen Vertebraten von 
Spitzbergen .  VI .  Lunaspis-Arten aus dem Devon Spitzbergens. 1 93 7 .  
» 73 .  Report on the Activities of N orges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 
1 927- 1 936 .  1 937 .  
» 74 .  Høygaard , Arne.  Some  I nvestigations i n to  the  Physiology and  
N osology o f  Eskimos from Angmagssa l ik  in  Greenland .  1 93 7 .  
» 7 5 .  D a h l ,  Ei l i f. On the  Vascular Plants of Eastem Svalbard .  1 937 .  
» 7 6 .  Lynge, B.  Lichens from Jan Mayen .  1 939 .  
» 7 7 .  Frebold ,  Hans .  Das  Festungsprofil  auf  Spitzbergen . V.  Stratigraphie 
und Invertebratenfauna der alteren Eotrias.  1 939 .  
» 78. Orvi n ,  Anders K . ,  Outlin e  o f  the Geological H istory of Spitsbergen . 
1 940.  
» 79.  Lynge , B .  Et bidrag t i l  Spitsbergens lavflora. 1 940.  
» 80. The Place-Names of  Svalbard .  1 942 .  
» 8 1 .  Lynge , B .  Lichens from North East Greenland.  1 940.  
From No.  82 the t i t le  of these publications has been changed from Skriftel 
om Svalbard og Ishavet to Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser. Skrifter. 
68 
Nr.  8 2 .  N ilsson ,  Tage .  The Downton ian and Devonian Vertebrates of Spi ts­
bergen .  VI I .  Order Antiarch i .  1 94 1 .  
" 83 .  Høeg,  Ove Arbo .  The Downt.  and De vonian Flora of  Spitsberge n .  
1 94 2 .  
" 8 4 .  Frebold , Hans .  O ber d i e  Prod ucti den d e s  Brachiopodenkalkes .  1 942 .  
» 8 5 .  Føyn ,  Sven ,  a n d  Anatol Heintz.  T h e  Downtonian a n d  Devonian 
Vertebrates of  Spitsbergen .  V I I I .  1 943 .  
» 8 6 .  The survey of  Bjørnøya (Bear Is lan d ) .  1 944 .  
» 87.  H adac, E .  Die  GeflHlpflanzen des " Sassen " -Gebietes .  1 944 .  
I n  the series Meddelelser : 
N r. 3 6 .  Baash uus-Jessen , J .  Periodiske veksl inger i småvi ltbestanden . -
Særtr. av Norges J eger- & Fiskerforb . Tidsskr. h .  2 og 3 1 93 7 .  
" 3 7 .  Orvin , A .  K .  N orges Svalbard- o g  Ish avs-undersøkelsers e ksped i ­
s joner t i l  øst-Grønland og Svalbard i året 1 936 .  - Særtr. a v  
Norsk Geogr. Tidsskr. , b .  6 ,  b .  7 .  1 93 7 .  
" 3 8 .  Giæver, John .  Kaptein Ragnvald Knudsens ishavsferder. Sammen­
arbeidet e fter hans dagbøker, rapporter m .  v .  1 93 7 .  
,. 39 .  Ostermann ,  H .  Grønlandske distri ktsbeskrivelser forfattet a v  n ord ­
menn før 1 8 1 4 . 1 93 7 .  
» 40 . Oman g,  S .  O .  F . O ber e in ige H ieracium-Arten aus Gron land . 
1 93 7 .  
" 4 1 .  Giæver, J o h n .  Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelsers e kspedi­
sjoner t i l  øst-Grønland sommeren 1 937 .  - Særtr. av Norsk Geogr. 
Tidsskr . ,  b. 6, h. 7. 1 937 .  
" 42 .  Siedlecki , Stan islaw. Crossing West Spitsbergen from south to 
north . - Særtr. av N orsk Geogr. Tidsskr . ,  b. 7 .  h. 2. 1 938.  
» 43.  Soot- Ryen , T.  Some Pelecypods from Franz Josef Lan d ,  Victoria­
øya and Hopen .  Collected o n  the N orwegian Sci ent ific  Expedit ion 
1 930 . 
.. 44 .  Lynge,  B. A small  Contribut ion to the  Lichen Flora of the Eastern 
Svalbard Is lands .  Lichens col lected by Mr. Olaf Hanssen in 1 930 .  
1 939 .  
» 45 .  H orn , Gunnar .  Recen t Norwegian Expedi t ions to South-East Green ­
land .  - Særtr. av N orsk Geogr. Tidsskr. , b .  7 ,  h .  5-8. 1 939 .  
" 46 .  Orvin ,  Anders K .  The Settlements and Huts o f  Svalbard . - Særtr. 
av Norsk Geogr. Tidsskr., b. 7, h .  5 - 8 .  1 939 .  
" 47 .  Størmer, Per. Bryophytes from Franz Josef  Land  and Eastern 
Svalbard . Collected by Mr.  Olaf Hanssen on  the Norwegian Ex­
pedit ion in  1 930 . 
.. 48 .  Lid ,  Johannes.  Bryophytes of J an Mayen . 1 94 1 .  
" 49 .  I .  H agen ,  Asbjørn . Micromycetes from Vestspitsbergen .  Collected 
by dr .  Emil Hadac in  1 939 .  I l .  Hadac,  Emil ,  The in troduced Flora 
of  Spitsbergen .  1 94 1 .  
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Nr.  50 .  Vogt, Thorolf. Geology of a Midd le  Devonian Can nei  Coal from 
Spitsbergen . H orn , Gunnar .  Petrology of a Midd le  Devon ian Cannei 
Co al from Spitsbergen . 1 94 1 .  
" 5 1 .  Ostermann ,  H .  Bidrag ti l  Grønlands beskri velse,  forfattet av nord­
menn før 1 8 1 4 . 1 942 .  
" 52 .  Osterm ann,  H .  Avhandl inger om Grønland 1 799- 1 80 1 .  1 942 .  
" 53 .  Orvi n ,  Anders K .  H vordan opstår jordbunnsi s ? - Særtr. av N orsk 
Geogr. Tidsskr . ,  b .  8,  h. 8. 1 94 1 .  
" 54 .  Strand ,  Andr. Die  Kaferfauna von Svalbard . - Særtr. av N orsk 
Entomol .  Tidsskr . ,  b. 6, h. 2-3 .  1 942 .  
" 5 5 .  Orvi n ,  An ders K .  O m  d annelse av struktu rmark. - Særtr. av  
N orsk Geogr. Tidsskr. , b .  I X ,  h .  3 .  1 942 .  
" 57 .  Orv in ,  Anders K .  L i t t  om k i lder  på Svalbard . - Særtr. av N orsk 
Geogr. Tid sskr. , b. X, h. I .  1 944.  
58 .  Ostermann , H.  Dagbøker av nordmenn på Grønland før 1 8 1 4 . 2 .  
• 59 .  Ostermann ,  H .  Dagbøker av nord menn  på Grøn lan d før 1 8 1 4 . 3 .  
I n  addit ion t o  the above papers, t h e  fol lowing were publ ished : 
Giæver,  John .  Den norske fangstvi rksomheten på 0stgrønlan d .  Med forord 
av dosent Adolf  H oel og med i l lustrasjoner og karter. Kbh . 1 939 .  
5 5  pp .  - Publi kationer om 0stgrøn lan d .  Nr.  8 .  
Hoe l ,  Adolf. Variations d e  longeur des glaeier no rvegiens 1 936- 1 937 en 
metres. - Zeitschri ft flir Gletscherkunde .  B .  26.  H. 1 -2 .  Berl in 
1 938.  P.  1 40 .  
Die Verwendung von Luftfahrzeugen bei der  Erforschung der  
Polargebiete.  - Zeitschri ft der Gesellschaft fur Erd kunde zu Berl in .  
Berlin 1 938.  Pp .  1 6 1 - 7 5 .  
" Ko n g  Leopold o g  Dron ning Astrid Lan d " .  N orsk Geografisk Tids­
skri ft .  B . 7 .  Oslo 1 938.  Pp. 1 84-86. 
Coal -min ing i n  Svalbard . - The Polar Record . Nr .  1 6 . Cambr.  
1 938.  Pp. 74-85.  
O v e r s i k t  over  metodene for l u ftkartl egn i n g .  Kort  referat av d o se n t  
Ado l f  Hoels foredrag i P.  F .  den 7 .  mars . - Teknisk U keblad . 
Årg. 86 .  N r. 1 2 . Oslo 1 939 .  Pp. 1 40-4 1 .  
Spitzbergens  Gesch ichte und  Erforschung.  - Forseh ungen u n d  
Fortschritte.  Jahrg. 1 4 . N r .  3 1 .  Berl in  1 938 .  P p .  3 5 7 - 58. 
N orske skib le iet  av utenlandske ekspedisjoner t i l  polartrakten e. -
Polar-Årboken 1 938.  Oslo 1 938 .  Pp.  1 9 - 2 6 .  
Verdens første in ternasjonale utsti l l ing for polarforskn ing .  - Utsti l ·  
l ing, Den in ternasjonale for polarforskning.  Norge. 1 940. Bergen 
1 939 .  
Operations i n  Svalbard and  East Greenland .  Carried  out by  
N orges Svalbard - og I shavs-undersøkelser and earl ier N orwegian 
expeditions .  Oslo 1 939 .  7 pp. 3 maps. - In ternational  Union (.f 
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Hoel ,  Adolf. Geodesy and Geophysies, Seventh General Conferenee. Washing­
ton 1 939 .  
Gunnar I saehsen . - Norsk Geografisk Tidsskrift .  B .  8 .  H .  1 - 2 .  
Oslo 1 940.  P p .  1 -5 .  
Die  Ortsnamen in  Svalbard . Berl in  1 942 . 1 6  p p .  Veroffentl ieh­
ungen des deutseh en wissen sehaftl iehen Instituts zu Kopenhagen .  
Re ihe  I :  Arkti s .  Nr .  9 .  
Ein ige Bemerkungen tiber Dr .  R .  Hennig 's  Aufsatz : " Die  alte sten 
l i terarisehen Zeugnisse flir eine Kenntnis  des Eisbaren " .  - N atur 
und Volk .  73.  1 943.  Pp.  7 9-80. 
Horn,  G. N otiz tiber d ie  Fiiroerkohle .  - N orsk Geologisk Tidsskrift .  B. 1 7 . 
1 937 .  Pp. 39-42.  
Diseussion on an gle of polarization as an index of  eoal  ran k .  -
Transaetions Ameriean Inst .  Min .  and Met. Eng. Vol .  1 30 .  Coal 
Divis ion 1 938.  New York 1 938.  Pp.  453-54. 
Om kul l .  Naturen 1 938. Pp. 33-46. 
Polarlandene.  D e  tusen hjems b ibl iotek. Verdens Geografi .  B.  I .  
Oslo 1 939 .  Pp.  345-70. 
Karte von N ordostgron land Blatt  Claveringoya, Jordan Hi l l  und Geographieal 
Society-oya . Mit e inem Gelei twort von Prof. Otto Laem an n .  Er­
sehienen im Selbstverlag von Norges Svalbard- og I shavs-under­
søkelser. Oslo. Gotha 1 937 .  57 pp.  i l l .  
Krogh , R .  von . Fra  sjømåling ved Svalbard og Grønland 1 924- 1 937 .  -
N orsk Tidsskrift for Sjøvesen .  Årg. 56 .  Horten 1 938.  Pp.  53-7 3 ,  
1 1 3-27 .  
Spitsbergen .  - Norsk Tidsskri ft for Sjøvesen.  Årg. 58 .  Horten 
1 940. Pp. 1 - 1 1 ,  45-55, 95- 1 00. Årg. 5 9 .  H . 5 .  H orten 1 94 1 .  
Pp. 1 5 1 -58.  
Edited by Oluf Kolsrud and Adolf  Hoel : 
Ostermann ,  H .  Nordmænd paa Grønland 1 7 2 1 - 1 8 1 4. Oslo 1 940.  2 vols .  
XX + 1 078 pp.  64  pl .  
The fol lowing eharts have been published : 
N r. 5 1 1 . Austgrønland,  frå Liverpool kysten ti l  Store Koldeweyøya.  
1 : 600 000. 1 937 .  
» 504 .  Frå Sørkapp t i l  Bellsund .  lSvalbard . ]  l :  200 000. 1 938.  
(S.  l ,  S.  2 etc .  have been ehanged to 50 1 ,  502 etc.) 
The fol lowing maps have been publ ished : 
East Greenland. 
Claveringoya. l :  1 00 000. Gotha 1 9 3 7 .  
Jordan H i l l .  l :  1 00 000. Gotha 1 937 .  
Geographical Society-oya. Abt. l :  1 00 000. Gotha 1 937 .  
(See also above : Karte von  Nordostgronland ,  etc . )  
Svalbard. 
Skansbukta. l :  50 000. Oslo 1 940 .  [On tracing cloth . ]  
Adventfj orden - Braganzavågen . l :  1 00 000.  Oslo  1 94 1 .  
Tempelfjorden . l :  50 000 . Oslo 1 94 1 .  [On tracing cloth . ]  
7 1  
Svalbard . l :  2 mil l .  Oslo 1 943 .  [Revised edit ion showing glaeiers and 
the ice-free land .  First edit ion 1 93 7 .  See Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. 
Nr. 73. The revised map accompanies this paper. ] 
Bjørnøya.  l :  25 000.  Oslo 1 944.  [New edition with soundings.  First edition 
1 925 .  The new edition accompanies Skr. Svalbard og Ishavet. Nr. 86 . J  
1 8. Contributions ( i n  Norw. Kroner). 
Year 
1 937 ( l !7 37-301, .38) 
1 938 . 
1 939 . . 
1 940 . 
1 94 1 . . . . . . . .  
1 942 . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1 943 ( 1 943 -44) . .  
1 937-- 1 943 • . . . .  1
1 906 - 1 936 • . • • . .  
1 906- 1 943 . . . . . . 1 
The N or-
wegian 
Government 
202 7 1 1 .86 
232 902.52 l 
207 977. 1 4  
1 97 630.00 
235 535.02 2 
1 30 1 30.09 ' 
1 30 254.69 • 
1 337 1 4 1 .32 
3 302 1 32. 1 25 
4 639 273.44 
Scient ific 
funds and 
private 
subscri bers 
-
-
-
-
. 
580 695.22 
580 695.22 
Total 
202 7 1 1 .86 
232 902.52 
207 977. 1 4  
1 97 630.00 
235 535 .02 
1 30 1 30.09 
1 30 254 69 
1 337 1 4 1 .32 
3 882 827.34 
5 2 1 9 968 .66 
Distribution o f  the total sum 1 906-3°/6 1 944 
on the d ifferent kind o f  works. 
Scienti fic exped itions. working up of material, publish ing of maps and 
papers. Office expenses of N S I U  . . . . . . . . " . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . . . .  . . . .  4 045 595.3 1 
Practical works : large-scale geological mapping, dri l l ing for co al com-
panies,  etc.  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  575 644.33 
Meteorological stations : exped it ions and running expenses. Erection of 
wireless stations and l ights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  598 729.02 
Total 5 2 1 9 968.66 
l Including the grant of 3000 kr. to Gram & Horn for coal research .  
, Grant to East Greenland expedition 1 40 250 kr. ,  but only 1 1 3 855.02 kr .  were 
used. The latter figure is the one included in the above amount. 
3 From N orges Ishavskomite 1 1 4 1 0.09 kr. (Medd. Nr. 51  and 52) .  
5 724.69 - (Medd. Nr. 58 and  59). 
5 See Skrifter Nr. 73, p. 1 22. 
Printed October 1 7 ,  1 945. 
P l a  t e  I .  
l .  Spitsbergen .  Outer part of  M urchisonfj orden o n  the west coast of N ordaustlandet 
(North - East Land). M etam orphic rocks (H ecIa Hoek Formation)  stri k ing approx i m ately 
north and south. During the surve y in 1 938 the exped i t ion  had its base in this fjord 
for some t ime .  The fjord prov ed to be excel l e n t  for seaplane work.  Taken towards 
the n orth-n o rthwest from the height  of  2 700 Metres.  
B .  Luncke phot .  J uly 28, 1 9�8. 
2. Spitsbergen .  Kapp Platen and Prins Oscar Land on the n orth coast of  N ordaust­
landet. Rocks of the Hecla Hoek Formation (metamorphic ) .  The ice of  the i n teri or 
i s  seen i n  the far d istance .  Taken tow ards the south from the height of 
2 400 Metres.  
B .  Luncke phot .  J uly 27,  1 938. 
Norges Sval bard- og I shavs-unders .  Skrifter .  Nr . 88. Pl .  I .  
P l a t e  I l .  
1. Kong Karls  Land .  Kapp H a m merfest,  s o u t h  poi n t  o f  Sven skøya. T h e  s m a l l  i s l a n d  
i s  A n tarcticøya, a n d  the p o i n t  a b ov e  i t  Kapp Walter .  The flat-topped m o u n ta i n  i n  t h e  
d i stance is  D u n e rfj e l l e t  (basalt ) .  T a k e n  towards n orth· n orthwest  from t h e  h e i g h t  o f  
1 300 Metres.  
B .  L u n cke p h o t .  S e p t .  8,  1 938. 
2.  K o n g  Kar ls  Lan d .  Kapp A n d reasse n ,  west p o i n t  of K o n gsøya. T h e  is land  (sandy 
reef)  is  K e n n ed øya a n d  t h e  mounta in  Sj ogrenfj e l l e t  (basalt ) . The basaI ts  cap p i n g  the 
m o u n ta i n s  are u n d e r l a i n  by Mesozoic rocks.  Taken towards southeast fro m  t h e  h eight  
o f  abt .  450 M e tres.  
B .  L u n cke p h o t .  Sept .  H,  1 93k. 
3.  S p i tsberge n .  The m m m g  camp NY-Ålesund at  K o n gs fj o rd e n .  S h o w i n g  fro m  the  
l e ft :  Q u ay, h o uses,  a i rsh ip  hangar ( A m u n d s e n - Ellesworth - N o b i l e  1 926 a n d  N ob i l e  
1 928), a n d  m i n e s  ( Ester a n d  S o fi e ) .  T a k e n  towards so utheast from t h e  h e ight  o f  
a b t .  550 Metres.  
B .  L u n c k e  phot .  A u g .  1 4 ,  1 938. 
Norges Sva lbard- og I s h avs-unders .  Skrifter .  N r. 88.  P l .  I l .  

N r. 4 1 .  LYN G E, B. and P. F. SCHOLANDER,  Lichens from N. E. Greenland. 1 932. Kr. 9,50 
" 42. H EI NTZ, A., Beitr. zur Kenntnis d. devonischen Fischfauna O.-Gronlands. 1 93 1 .  Kr. 4,OO. 
" 43-46. BJ ø R LYKKE,  8., Some Vascular Plants from South East Greenland. Collected 
on the " Heimen" Expedition in 193 1 .  Preliminary Report. LID,  j . ,  Vascular Plants. 
LYNGE,  B., Lichens. O M A N G ,  S .  O. F., Beitrage zur Hieraciumjlora. 1 932 . Kr. 4,00. 
" 47. LYN GE,  B.,  A Revision of the Genus Rhizocarpon in Greenland. 1 932. Kr. 2,00 . 
" 48. VAAGE, j . ,  Vascular Plants from Eirik Raude's Land. 1 932 Kr. 7,00. 
" 49. SCHAAN N I N G ,  H. THO.  L. , l. A Contribution to the Bird Fauna of East- Greenland. 
2. A Contribution to the Bird Fauna of Jan Mayen. - Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. 
to East-Greenland. I. 1 933. Kr. 3,00. 
" 50. JELSTRUP, H. S. ,  Determination astronomique de Mygg-Bukta au Groenland 
Oriental, 1 932. Kr. 3,75. 
" 5 1 .  B I RKELAND, B. j .  et GEORG SCHOU, Le climat de l'Eirik-Raudes-Land. 1 932 . Kr. 2,00. 
" 52. K lÆR , J. t, The Downtonian and Devonian Vertebr. of Spitsb. IV. Suborder Cyatha­
spida. 1 932 . Kr. 5,50. 
53. I .  MALA I s E, R., Eine neue Blattwespe. 2. A. ROMAN, Schlupfwespen. 3. O. RIN GDAHL, 
Tachiniden und Musciden. 4.  M. GOETG H E B U ER, Chironomides du Groenland 
oriental, du Svalbard et de la Terre de Frant;ois Joseph. - Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. 
to East- Greenland. Il. 1 933. Kr. 4,00. 
" 54 . VARTDAL, H . ,  Bibliographie des ouvrages norvegiens relatifs au Grænland 
(Y compris les oU1!,rages islandais anterieurs cl l'an 1814).  1 935. Kr. 1 2,00. 
" 55. OMANG, S. O. F., Ubersicht tiber die Hieraciumjlora Ost- Gronlands. 1 933. Kr. 2,50. 
" 56. DEvoLD, J. and P. F. SCHOLANDER,  Flowering Plants and Ferns of Southeast Greenland. 
1 933. Kr. 20,00. 
" 57. ORVIN,  A.  K., Geology of The Kings Bay Region, Spitsbergen. 1 934. Kr. 20,00. 
" 58. J ELSTRUP,  H. S., Determination Astronomique cl Sabine-Øya. 1 933. Kr. 2,50. 
" 59. LYN G E, B., On Dufourea and Dactylina. Three Arctic Lichens. 1 933. Kr. 5,00. 
" 60. VOGT, TH., Late-Quaternary Oscillations of Level in S. E. Greenland. 1 933 . Kr. 5,00. 
» 6 1 .  I .  BU RTo N ,  M., M.  Sc., Report on the Sponges. 2. ZIMMER,  C., Die Cumaceen. -
Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. to East- Greenland. Ill. 1 934.  Kr. 2,50. 
" 62. SCHOLAN D E R, P. F.,  Vascular Plants from Northern Svalbard. 1 934 . Kr. 1 5,00. 
63. RICHTER,  S . ,  A Contr. to the Archæology of North-East Greenland. 1 934 . Kr. 25,00. 
" 64. SOLLE,  G., Die devonischen Ostracoden Spitzbergens. 1 935. Kr. 5,50. 
65. 1 .  FRIESE,  H . ,  Apiden. 2.  LINDBERG, H . ,  Hemiptera. 3. LINNANIEMI ,  W. M., Collem 
bolen. Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. to East-Greenland. I V. 1 935. Kr. 2,50. 
" 66. 1 .  N O R D EN sTAM, A., The I s o p o d a. 2. SCH ELLENBERG, A . ,  Die A m p h ip o d e n. 
3. SIVERTSEN, E. ,  C r u s  t a  c e a  D e c a p o d a, A u p  h a u s  i d a  c e  a, and M y s i d a c e a. 
Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. to East- Greenland. V. 1 935 . Kr. 5,00. 
" 67. JAKHELLN,  A. ,  Oceanographic Investigations in East Greenland Waters in the 
Summers of 1 930- 1 932. 1 936 . Kr. 7 ,00. 
" 68. FREBoLD,  H. u n d  E. STOLL, Das Festungsprojil auf Spitzbergen. I ll .  Stratigraphie 
und Fauna des Jura und der Unterkreide. 1 937. Kr. 5,50. 
" 69. FREBoLD,  HANS,  Das Festungsprojil auf Spitzbergen. IV. Die Brachiopoden- und 
Lamellibranchiatenfauna des Oberkarbons und Unterperms. 1 937 . Kr. 1 0,00. 
" 70. DAHL, E I L I F, LYNGE, B., and SCHOLANDER,  P. F. , Lichens from Southeast Greenland. 
1 937 .  Kr. 4,50. 
" 7 1 .  1 .  KNAB EN, N I LS ,  Makrolepidopteren aus Nordostgronland. 2. BARcA, EMIL ,  Mikro­
lepidopteren al,lS Nordostgronland. Zool. Res. Norw. Se. Exp. to East-Greenland. VI. 
1 937. Kr. 3,50 . 
" 72. H E INTZ, A . ,  Die Downtonischen und Devonischen Vertebraten von Spitzbergen. VI. 
Lunaspis-Arten aus dem Devon Spitzbergens. 1 937. Kr. 2,00. 
" 73. Report on the Activities of Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 1927- 1936. 
1 937. Kr. 1 0,00. 
" 74. H ØYGAARD, A R N E, Some Investigations into the Physiology and Nosology of Eskimos 
from A ngmagssalik in Greenland. 1 937. Kr. 1 ,50. 
" 75. DAHL, E I L I F, On the Vascular Plants of Eastern Svalbard. 1 937. Kr. 3,50. 
76. LYNG E ,  B., Lichens from Jan Mayen. 1 939. Kr. 4,50. 
" 77. FR EBOLD,  H ANS,  Das Festungsprojil auf Spitzbergen. V. Stratigraphie und Inverte-
bratenfauna der alteren Eotrias. 1 939. Kr; 5,00. 
" 78. ORVIN,  ANDERS K., Outline of the Geological History of Spitsbergen. 1 940. Kr. 7 ,00. 
" 79. LYN G E, B., Et bidrag til Spitsbergens lavjlora. 1 940. Kr. 1 ,50 . 
" 80. The Place-Names of Svalbard. 1 942. Kr. 50.00. 
" 8 1 .  LYN GE,  B., Lichens from North East Greenland. 1 940 . Kr. 1 4,00. 
From No.  82 the title of these publieations has been ehanged from Skrifter om Svalbard 
og Ishavet to Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser. Skrifter. 
" 82. N ILSSON,  TAGE, The Downtonian and Devonian Vertebrates of Spitsbergen. VII. Order 
Antiarchi. 1 94 1 . Kr. 1 1 ,50. 
" 83. HØEG,  OVE ARBO, The Downt. and Devonian Flora of Spitsbergen. 1 942.  Kr. 33,00. 
" 84. FREBOLD,  HANS,  Ober die Productiden des Brachiopodenkalkes. 1 942. Kr. 6,00. 
" 85. FØYN, SVEN, and H E IN TZ, ANATOL, The Downtonian and Devonian Vertebrates of 
Spitsbergen. VIII. 1 943. Kr. 5,00. 
" 86. The Survey of Bjørnøya (Bear Island) 1922-1 93 1 .  Kr. 9.00. 
" 87. H A DAC, E M I L ,  Die Gefajlpjlanzen des "Sassengebietes" Vestspitsbergen. Kr. 6.00. 
" 88. Report on the Activities of Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser 1936- 1944. 
Kr. 6,50. 
Norges Svalbard- og Ishavs-undersøkelser, Observatoriegata I, Oslo 
A.  W .  B R  ø G G E R  S BO KT R Y K K E R J A I S,  O S L O 
